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News & Notes from Northern Westchester
By MARK JEFFERS

I just love the end of summer, as
I sit on my front porch sipping
on a cool beverage and I watch
my darling wife mow our front
lawn, it truly is relaxing, please
join me in this week’s relaxing edition of
“News and Notes…”
As the school year is about to begin, the
Community Center of Northern Westchester
in Katonah has their 2012 School Supplies
Drive in full swing, thanks to the hardworking volunteers and generous donors. So
far, more than 540 students from families
of limited means have received brand-new
school supplies. Many volunteers have been
working hard to organize the supplies to get
students ready for the new school year. http://
cts.vresp.com/c/?CommunityCenterofNor/
b17809a662/c559bcefc4/4844b29a26 The
Center welcomes your donations of nylon
pencil cases, 3” x 5” index cards, and 2-pocket
folders. Bring in your school supply donations
during Center hours and they will get them
into the hands of students who need them.
I love the title of this event… ”Not
Tonight Deer,” learn strategies for outwitting
deer, voles, groundhogs and other pests at the
Somers Library on September 10th.
Take a moment to enjoy these lovely
evenings while this wonderful weather lasts.
A great way to do that is to pack a picnic
and enjoy a family movie under the stars. The
Bedford Village Chowder and Marching Club
presents movie night in the Bedford Village
Memorial park on Friday September 7th at
7:15 pm. The movie showing is “Journey 2:
The Mysterious Island.” The event is fabulous
and free!
If you are looking for my wife you can find
her roaming the streets of Mount Kisco as the
annual Sidewalk Sales Days are here! The Mount
Kisco Chamber of Commerce (MKCC) hosts
the annual “Sidewalk Sales Days” on Saturday,
September 8th, from 10am-5pm and Sunday,
September 9, from 12pm-4pm. The two-day
family friendly event will feature live music,
carnival rides, an art show, on-site pet adoptions,
and contests with cash prizes. This year’s event
includes features from over 150 local businesses
and organizations.
Did you know that you can canoe on
the lake in Teatown Reservation… enjoy a
late summer morning on the lake looking
for fish, turtles and birds or just enjoying the
peace. Paddlers ages 10 and up and accompanied by an adult should have some swimming
and paddling skills. Registration is limited to
15 people with 2 people per boat. Programs

fill quickly so registration is strongly recommended. Call 914-762-2912 x 110 to reserve.
If you are setting your calendar for a little
later in the season, don’t forget to include The
Harvest Fest on October 6th at The Stone
Barns Center in Pocantico Hills. By that
time, Fall should be in its full glory so you will
want to celebrate the harvest with live music,
hayrides, farm demonstrations and of course a
bountiful farmers market.
Northern Westchester Hospital and the
American Cancer Society are co-sponsoring
free monthly meetings for men on prostate
health and wellness, the meetings are held
the second Thursday of each month, for more
information call 800-227-2345.
DeCiccio Family Markets are opening a
new 13,000 square-foot store in Harrison this
month; it will be the ninth store location in
the Lower Hudson Valley.
The book group “In-Between Pages,”
will meet on September 12th at the Bedford
Hills Free Library to discuss Gary Paulsen’s
“Hatchet”; all kids from sixth to eighth grade
are welcome.
I’m thinking of applying to work as a beer
tester for owner Adam Deutsch of The Beer
Necessities shop in New Rochelle, they have
over 900 brands to choose from.
The city of White Plains International
Food and Jazz Festival is set for September 9th,
head on over for a cool day for food and music.
How about a Herb Garden Grounds
tour, then join Bedford Audubon member
Michele Cranwell as she leads the tour
through the John Jay Homestead in Katonah
on September 13th.
If you are looking for some laughs then
you won’t want to miss an evening with Susie
Essman and Pat Cooper at the Performing
Arts Center at Purchase College on
September 14th.
Three things my wife just loves to do,
“stroll, shop and dine” is the theme for the
first Thursday Night Lights in Briarcliff on
September 6th hosted by the Briarcliff Manor
Chamber of Commerce.
Well it’s been just over a year since our
house was devastated by a wind storm that
ripped trees and branches through our home,
We really want to once again thank all the
local fire & police departments, contractors,
roofers, painters and our great friends and
neighbors for all their help and support…see
you next week.
Mark Jeffers resides in Bedford Hills, New York,
with his wife Sarah, and three daughters, Kate,
Amanda, and Claire.
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CREATIVE DISRUPTION

When Will It Work? Ever?
By JOHN F. McMULLEN

On August 17th, New
York City’s Mayor
Michael Bloomberg
announced that the
much-ballyhooed “Bike
Share” program announced last May
would not commence in November
(after slipping from the original July
2012 announced date) but would,
rather, slip until a projected implementation date of March 2013. Why? The
Mayor, speaking on his weekly WOR
radio show, explained, “The software
doesn’t work. Duh! You’re not going to put
it out until it does work.” He added that,
by the new date, “hopefully the software
will work.”
Bloomberg’s statement doesn’t
seem laden with confidence, does
it? One can hardly blame him – his
tenure as mayor has been plagued
with costly software glitches and software-related fraud. In March, the city
reached a settlement agreement with
SAIC under which the company will
pay a total of $500.4 million in fines
and penalties for overcharging for
work and ignoring kickbacks on an
employee time-management system,
“CityTime,” that came in millions of
dollars over budget – the project was
originally estimated at $73 million but
eventually topped $600 million.
In addition to the SAIC problem,
in the same month of March, the city’s
Comptroller, John Liu issued an audit
report stating that the Emergency
Communications
Transformation
Program (ECTP) was seven (7) years
behind schedule and $1 billion over
budget. Speaking on radio station
WNYC, Liu said “Years of mismanagement have led to this incredibly
enormous budget overrun, and to date,
it is still not fully operational.” In May,
the Mayor’s office began cost reductions in the project in response to the

Comptroller’s audit.
It is ironic that Mayor Bloomberg,
who began his rise to fortune through
the implementation of Wall Street
information systems, should be
plagued by software related problems.
These problems are not his alone
– they are popping up, often with
disastrous or near-disastrous results,
throughout the country in both public
and private sectors (additionally, the
Bloomberg administration has been
extremely active in the use of automation,
including the annual “NYC Big APPS”
competition (giving prizes for the creation
of “apps” utilizing the city’s large database)
to the recently announced and controversial project with Microsoft to expand the
city’s surveillance system).
At the end of 2001, Information
Weekly, an IT trade publication,
listed the “Top 10 Government IT
Flops Of 2011” (http://www.informationweek.com/government/
information-management/top-10-government-it-flops-of-2011/232300753),
a listing of major “government IT
deployments (that) suffered security
snafus, fraud fiascoes, budget breakdowns,
and more over the past year.” (NYC’s
CityTime is fourth on the list). New
York City is obviously not the only
government entity having information
technology related problems.
The biggest recent problem of
which we are aware (secret government
agencies do not usually publicize their IT
problems), however, happened at a Wall
Street trading firm in August when
Knight Capital lost $440 million
in 45 minutes after installing faulty
software,.
To understand trading software requires some knowledge of the
complexities of the worldwide securities market. Brokerage firms both
trade for customers (as agent) and
for their own accounts (as principal).

In the case of agent, they may receive
specific orders from clients which they
then transmit to a Stock Exchange or
a computerized trading service or they
may have “discretionary power” over
an account when the client has faith
in the firm to make trades in her / his
best interest. In the latter case, trading
is similar to trades for the firm’s own
account in that they will be made
based on judgment of security and
market factors.
For years, firms have been
attempting to codify the factors underlying these judgments -- Market
conditions (Dow Jones, Standard &
Poors, NADSAQ, NYSE Composite,
and other indexes); Security Data
(Price, Volume, Earnings); Industry
Information; and Other Economic
Data (Interest Rates, Consumer Price
Index). The trading strategy that the
firm wishes to follow for that security
(ex. Apple), industry (ex. Technology), or
general is incorporated into a system
that monitors all of the appropriate
elements in real time and, when the
conditions are met, triggers automatic buy or sell orders. This is called
“program trading.”
This sounds great and can work
very well ---- EXCEPT – many firms
now have program trading systems
and one firm’s automatic sales may
trigger another firm’s conditions and
– more sales – and then another, etc.,
triggering a market crash. So the Stock
Exchanges have put in their own triggers requiring firms to turn off their
program trading systems when it is
deemed that market conditions require
it.
When trading for customers,
firms must obtain the best possible
prices for the transactions so there is
a requirement for speed in execution
while searching for the best market
if the security is listed in multiple
places. Therefore, here also firms have
turned to automated trading. Highspeed trading firms have thrived in the

computerized markets and, according
to the Tabb Group, now account for
more than half of all stock trading.
There is constant competition between
the firms to keep upgrading their
systems to provide faster executions
based on the firm’s trading criteria
– hence the installation of the new
Knight Software that almost put the
firm out of business.
It is easy for the non-IT person
to say “Well, the new system obviously
wasn’t tested very well. They should have
done a better job.” That’s true – but …
as systems become more and more
complex, it is often difficult to know
what must be tested or the extent
required for the test – made up test
cases? Parallel a day’s actual work?
Simulate volatile market conditions?
– as we begin to do large volume simulations, how to we check the output?
These are conditions that firms
face daily. What represents quality
testing? Who must approve the test?
It should never be the IT people, it
should always be the “end-users” – and,
when the new system falls into the
“you bet your company level” in private
industry, there must be someone in
the organization high enough to
make that call – and that person may
not understand the changes. In other
words, it’s complex and rather scary to
install or change a system.
It can only get worse. James
Martin, in his wonderful 2000 book,
“After the Internet: Alien Intelligence,”
writes of software that, once implemented (after thorough testing, one
hopes) is “adaptive” in that it constantly
looks for more efficient ways to reach

the desired output and “self-modifies”
its own code. So we will know, at some
point, “what a system does but not necessarily how it does it.” Martin feels that
we must control this new methodology
but must also embrace it to remain
competitive. We see the competition
mentioned above to continually have
the best and fastest systems and the
financial industry is not unique in this.
We have all experienced or read
about “the Blue Screen of Death,” virus
attacks, software bugs in application
programs, hacker attacks, system shutdowns, etc. We are turning over more
and more of our lives to intelligent
systems and we must require more
quality in these systems. We must
have more educated and professional
system developers, more exacting
testing procedures, more knowledgeable “end-users” and more demanding
consumers. If not, . tick .. tick .. tick.
Creative Disruption is a continuing series
examining the impact of constantly accelerating technology on the world around
us. These changes normally happen under
our personal radar until we find that the
world as we knew it is no more.
John F. McMullen has been involved
in technology for over 40 years and has
written about it for major publications. He may be found on Facebook
and his current non-technical writing, a
novel, “The Inwood Book” and “New &
Collected Poems by johnmac the bard” are
available on Amazon. He is a professor
at Purchase College and has previously
taught at Monroe College, Marist College,
and the New School for Social Research.

CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

7 Sex 7

By SHERIF AWAD

There is a new generation of filmmakers
who are starting
to make waves in
European cinema right
now, regardless the competition of
imported American films that invade
multiplexes in every corner of the
world, altering and effecting viewing
habits in their wake. In Croatia for
instance, whose population is less than
five million, moviegoers are mostly
interested in seeing American films.
In juxtaposition to draw of American
films, filmmakers are succeeding
in financing their personal projects

through state funded grants and
foreign financing. This year, Jozo
Patljak stepped onto the helm of the
dark drama “Accidental Passer”, the
first Croatian feature presented in
3D. It premiered in the Pula Festival
among a dozen of Croatian films and
a handful of shorts.
The most strikingly beautiful
young woman, who attended the
screenings and the parties every day,
was neither a supermodel nor a new
star; she was revealed to be a filmmaker. Irena Skoric is her name.
She was born in Zagreb where she
graduated from Zagreb’s Academy
of Dramatic Arts in 2008. Her short
narrative, “Farewell” (2008), won
sixteen awards and was selected in
Continued on page 5
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Continued from page 4

festivals like San Sebastian, and the
14th Biennial of Young Artists from
Europe and the Mediterranean. Her
documentary “The Destiny of Line 13”
(2009), about a Croatian tramline, won
the Audience Award at ZagrebDox
2010, and Best Documentary Award
at WorldFestHouston 2010.
Irena gave me a screening of her
debut feature film “7 Sex 7” that is
currently showing in the official selection of the Montreal World Film
Festival. The film reminded me of the
series “Red Shoe Diaries” that used to
air on HBO a few years ago. Yet “7
Sex 7” is more artistic and avant-garde.
More artistic, because Irene chooses
to employ shooting each story in one
single, long-take, without any editing,
in order to better reveal an early directorial capability. Great directors, like
Orson Wells, Alfred Hitchcock, and
my contemporary favorite, Brian de
Palma, created one or several sequences
in some of their films that are most
remembered to this day. Wells, in the
opening scene of “A Touch of Evil”, or

Hitchcock, in “Rope”, and de Palma,
in the chase scene climax of “Carlito’s
Way”, are such memorable examples
The storyline in “7 Sex 7” revolves
about intimate moments. There is one
of a woman who tries to seduce her
lover on top of roof while he is fixing
a television antenna and discussing
Emanuelle’s series of erotic films.
Another is about a photographer
of nude pictures who is seduced by
a new model he meets at a photo
shoot (Ana Majhenic). There is also
a storyline of an out of the closet gay
character. Another of a woman and
man making love in a record store, and
of two bisexual young women (Jelena
Percin and Sara Stanic) who use men
like toy, and so on. Because the stories
were both shocking to film buffs and
regular viewers, I had many questions
for Irena.
AWAD: Erotic films are usually done
by male directors. What drove you to
write and direct “7 Sex 7” early on your
career?
SKORIC: This genre was part of my
research and interest. Two years ago, I
started writing a book called “Eros on
Film: Two on the Table”, referencing

Director Irena Skoric.

“The Postman Always Rings Twice” by
Bob Rafelson. I also shot a short narrative called “March 9”, which won a
lot of awards at the Pula Festival, and
Cinema City, in Serbia. It became one
of the stories within 7 Sex 7.
I always wanted to widen my horizons
towards new genres. For me, the erotic
genre is a constant curiosity; at first
unseen and then slowly revealed. It
indirectly leads to sex. Eros, is the

primordial life force that arose out
of chaos, to become the everlasting
driving force and inspiration of
cinema art. The term “eros” includes
love and tenderness, as well as the
hottest lust and fear. It contains
sexuality without boundaries. The
concept of “eros”is both fundamental
and ancient. The term pornography is a figment of civil society,
moralizing by its very label for illicit
activities, and in law, it is generally
defined as an explicit sexual act, in
which the genitalia is explicitly seen.
AWAD: Tell me about the opening
music of the film and its composer.
SKORIC: The composer of the film
is Berislav Šipuš, Croatian conductor
and composer. He is one of the most
performed Croatian composers. He
also worked in Milan, Italy’s La Scala,
and was art director of the Musical
Biennale Zagreb, director of the
Zagreb Philharmonic, art director of
Cantus Ensemble. These are just some
of the accomplishments in a career
that fills his rich resume. I directed a
documentary film for Croatian television about him and his composition. It
is called ‘’Berislav S. The Trial’’, after the

ballet, “The Trial”, which was created
using Franz Kafkaesque motifs.
Berislav Šipuš had his premier in the
Musical Biennale at the Croatian
National Theatre. “7 Sex 7” was his
first musical composition for a feature
narrative. There are four musical scores,
each evocative of the film’s minimalist
demeanor. The opening composition
is called ‘’Boogie’’; it’s light, expressive,
interspersed with a mystical essence.
AWAD: Any other significance to
title other that the film comprised of
7 stories?
SKORIC: Each of the seven film
novellas have been filmed in one
frame, so as to achieve a credible, documentary quality. So it has 7 frames; 7
love stories; captured in 7 frames. I
deliberately sliced the film into 7 parts,
and into 7 love stories; very similar
to the Florentine prose of Giovanni
Boccaccio’s earthy tales depicted in the
“Decameron” of the 1300s.
AWAD: Are there any problems in
discussing sexual issues in Croatia?
Any problems related to sex educations or misconceptions by the present
society?
Continued on page 6
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SKORIC: The national premiere was
under the open sky in the Arena at the
Pula Film Festival, attended by as many
as 10,000 viewers. People enjoyed the
movie and realized that everything is
not as rosy as the trailer suggested. The
stories reveal the serious miscommunications among all the characters. There
was little, if any criticism by religious
and/or conservative groups.
AWAD: Are there many who watch
erotic films on videos? Do you think
watching erotic video suggests an
emphasis on sexuality that may be
unattainable or even unreal?

SKORIC: Well, I once worked in a
video rental store for only a week’s
time, a long time ago. The most
number or rentals were either erotic or
porn movies. So, I think that tells it all.
In my film, the voice of the erotic is the
voice of the indirect, hence none of the
stories are about sex, but about croquis;
of intriguing human relations which
communicate erotic tension. All of
these narratives are impish, witty, and
bitter at the same time.
AWAD: Do you think erotic films
made by male filmmakers present
“real” images of women fantasies?
SKORIC: That is a tough one!
Sometimes, yes; and sometimes,
no. I don’t think it has to do with
gender but rather with an author’s
poetic expression. For example, my

favorite erotic films are “The Postman
Always Rings Twice” by Bob Rafelson,
mostly because of the scene between
Jessica Lange and Jack Nicholson
on the kitchen table. And the former
Yugoslav film, “Officer with a Rose” by
Dejan Šorak; the scene in the bath tub
between Ksenija Pajić and Dragana
Mrkić. And “Basic Instinct” by Paul
Verhoeven,with Michael Douglas
and Sharon Stone. All of them were
directed by men. But, I also love
“Piano” by Jane Campion.
AWAD: How was the casting for the
movie? Are Croatian actors/actresses
hesitant to perform sex scenes or was
that not an issue for them?
SKORIC: I wanted to find the crew
who could handle filming in one
frame and numerous takes. All the

actors in “7 Sex 7” are professional
actors and a lot of them currently work
in theatre or soap opera. The actors in
this film were afforded the freedom of
movement and flexibility of conversation within set parameters. They were
not pre-scripted ortied to the camera’s
lens. Instead, the camera was challenged to follow the actors and become
witness to the events that would be
revealed themselves. The environment
afforded the actors free movement and
the composition gave a natural but
realistic imperfection that added the
erotic suspense that is the composite
of life itself. The free playful engagement reminiscent of Cinéma Vérité and
Dogma arises from the inner structure of the film’s stories and relations.
Croatian actors/actresses don’t have a

problem with performing sex scenes.
Born in Cairo, Egypt, Sherif Awad is a
film / video critic and curator. He is the
film editor of Egypt Today Magazine
(www.EgyptToday.com), and the
artistic director for both the Alexandria
Film Festival, in Egypt, and the Arab
Rotterdam Festival, in The Netherlands.
He also contributes to Variety, in the
United States, and is the film critic of
Variety Arabia (http://varietyarabia.
com/), in the United Arab Emirates
(UAE), the Al-Masry Al-Youm Website
(http://www.almasryalyoum.com/
en/node/198132) and The Westchester
Guardian (www.WestchesterGuardian.
com).

FAULT LINES

America Needs a New Approach in the Middle East
By Dr. NASEER ALOMARI

The United States of
America needs a new
principled approach for
its foreign policy in the
Middle East. Whoever
becomes president should undertake
the task of reviewing America’s basic
approach to foreign policy in that
unstable part of the world.
The current approach to the
Middle East is not working as well as
it should to benefit either the US or
the various Middle Eastern countries.
The best way to understand the
current American approach to foreign
policy is to examine a specific case
where America’s foreign policy did
not work to the point where the most
important country in the region has
slipped out of America’s influence into
a new direction where America cannot
guarantee or be certain of the outcome
of the changes taking places in that
specific country.
The country is Egypt, which

is currently ruled by the Muslim
Brotherhood who have come to power,
among many reasons, because the
Egyptians wanted the fundamentalist
movement to depart from the previous
regime’s alliance with America’s
foreign policy.
How could America have positioned itself against the will of the
average Egyptian citizen and still
claim to have a good approach to its
involvement in Egypt? The answer is
because the fallen oppressive regime,
which was led by Hosni Mubarak,
controlled America’s foreign policy
as much as America’s foreign policy
makers dictated to him.
Hosni Mubarak dictated the poor
choice afforded the US because he had
manipulated the US into accepting
the notion that a mildly dictatorial
regime could be relied upon to adopt
pro-American decisions. Mubarak
intentionally behaved as a dictatorial regime believing he understood
America’s need for a regime that was

willing to adopt unpopular political
policies because America did not have
the stamina to formulate a far-sighted
approach to a country as important as
Egypt.
The Mubarak regime, which
allowed corruption and ruled the
country with the sole objective of
staying in power rather than treating
the political and economic ills of its
society, enjoyed America’s support
against the broad opposition to
the regime among the majority of
Egyptians.
The fact of the matter is America’s
political strategy in the Middle East
was short-sighted in Egypt because it
was the easy thing to do instead of the
right thing to do.
The right thing to do was to evaluate the performance of the Mubarak
regime based on its record of respecting
human rights and its effort to advance
true democratic reform. Instead,
successive American administrations
accepted the reality that the Mubarak

regime lacked any true legitimacy and
was gambling away America’s future in
Egypt.
Egypt has been lost by America;
so will Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and
Bahrain. America is still treating those
nation’s undemocratic regimes in the
same fashion as they did in Egypt, yet
hoping to get a different result.
The fact of the matter is that the
Arab Spring does not seem want
to spare any undemocratic regime
whether it is mildly dictatorial, as it is
the case in Jordan or severely dictatorial,
as it is in Saudi Arabia, or somewhere
in between, as it is in Bahrain.
Holding these dictatorial regimes
responsible for their human rights
violations and irresponsible behavior
at a time when the Middle East is
literally becoming too crowded by the
many competing world powers for a
strategic position in the oil-rich region
is paramount at this juncture.
It almost seems counter-intuitive
to put pressure on the Saudis to stop

their human rights violations, but it is
the only plausible action on the part
of America’s foreign policy makers
because it will be the only far-sighted
policy in the face of the winds of
change, which seem to have arrived in
Saudi Arabia.
The same thing applies to Jordan
and Bahrain. These regimes are
still counting on America’s support
against a growing opposition to them.
America’s money and political support
is two of the main reasons why these
regimes refuse to alter their oppressive
tactics against the legitimate demands
for reform.
It is time for the United States to
exert its moral authority by intentionally attempting to stand for human
rights and democracy in Jordan, Saudi
Arabia, and Bahrain, as well as globally.
Dr. Naseer Alomari is a political analyst
whose linguistic capacity and familiarity
with people in the region, coupled with
his role as a principal in Yonkers and
American educational background makes
him the perfect translator for our audience.

HISTORY

Debunking Some Military Myths About the American Revolution
By ROBERT SCOTT

The heroes and
events of our war for
freedom can be seen
in one of two ways:
the people as they

were and the events as they happened,
or as romantically embroidered images
of them.
Unless we see the past honestly
and appreciate what it can teach us
about the present and the future, the

painful sacrifices endured in the cause
of liberty will all have been for naught.
Great Britain, with a population
of eight million, was bested by a group
of colonies on this side of the Atlantic
with a population less than one-third

its size (2,256,000).
How did the colonies manage
this?
Although 300,000 Englishmen
had entered the military in the French
and Indian War (1754-1763), by

1776 military service had become
so unpopular in Britain only 20,000
soldiers were available to put down the
American rebellion.
Soldier pay was a miserly
Continued on page 7
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Debunking Some Military Myths About the American Revolution
Continued from page 6

eight pence a day, and most of this
was deducted for expenses. Brutal
noncoms, miserable living conditions
and the discomforts of life aboard
transports kept all but the desperately
poor from enlisting. After releasing
debtors and criminals from jail,
impressing paupers and vagrants, and
offering bounties, the British had to
resort to hiring German mercenaries.
In 1775, the British Navy had
a total of 270 ships. By 1783, this
number had swelled to 480, of which
about 100, mostly frigates and smaller
vessels, were committed to America.
Theoretically, the British should
have been able to crush the Revolution
with the Royal Navy and a few marines.
In quality, however the British Navy
was in bad shape—reduced by neglect
to floating coffins. Officers and men
were substandard, and the Admiralty
was headed by Lord Sandwich, an evil
and incompetent politician.
Privateering—the operation of
private men of war—was developed by
the colonists. Between 1775 and 1783,
American privateers took about 600
British vessels, including 16 warships.
Prize money reached $18 million.

The Myth of the
Omnipresent Riflemen

Popular myth has it that the
Revolution was fought between
American troops who fired rifles from
behind trees and stone walls against
British troops who advanced in stiff
formations and were armed with
muskets.
This notion cries out for
debunking. In only a few engagements
did rifles play a decisive role.
In military histories, credit is given
to the Americans for raising companies of expert riflemen from among
frontiersmen who had become expert
in the use of these weapons.
The truth is the debt is owed
to Frederick the Great. After being
harassed by guerrillas during the
Seven Years’ War, the Prussian king
formed his own body of light infantry,
recruiting them from foresters and
game keepers. He called them “Jaegers”
(hunters).
Two Jaeger companies were
sent to America in 1776 with other
German mercenaries, but the British
made the mistake of only occasionally
using them as separate units. Instead,
they were detached for special missions

such as scouting, headquarters security
and sniping.
Because of the characteristic green
color of their uniforms, the Jaegers
quickly earned the nickname of
“Greencoats.” Interestingly, olive drab,
a shade of green is now the characteristic color of the battle dress of most
modern armies.

Misconceptions About
Battle Tactics

Before the invention of firearms,
phalanx tactics involving compact
bodies of men had been employed
on the battlefield. A phalanx was
a formation carrying overlapping
shields and long lances, developed by
Philip II of Macedon and used with
great success by Alexander the Great.
These tactics were successful because
the principal weapons were the spear
and the sword.
The advent of firearms brought
linear tactics to the battlefield.The line
of battle at the time of the Revolution
consisted of two or three close ranks
standing shoulder to shoulder, with
another rank of “file closers” about six
paces behind to replace casualties.
Thanks to the training of German
drillmaster Gen. Friedrich Wilhelm
Augustus von Steuben, American
troops were eventually able to hold
their own in the accepted European
fashion in engagements using linear
tactics.
Most shoulder weapons used
during the Revolution were smoothbore muskets, although both sides had
special units of riflemen. Much has
been made of the musket’s inherent
lack of accuracy, but the linear tactics
of the period took its inaccuracy into
account.
Maintaining alignment and
with bayonets fixed, the attackers
would move forward, secure in the
knowledge that they were comparatively safe from enemy musket fire
until about a hundred yards from the
opposing force—about the length of
a modern football field. Officers tried
to maintain enough discipline to get
their men hold their fire until they
were within 50 yards of the enemy.
The famous order at Bunker Hill,
“Don’t one of you fire until you see the
whites of their eyes,” was not intended
to win a place in books of quotations.
It was an admonition that could only
have been intended for men armed
with muskets.

Loading a Musket

To load a musket, each soldier
had to bite off the twisted end of
a paper cartridge containing black
powder and a lead ball, exposing
himself in a standing position while
pushing it down the barrel with a
long ramrod. Next, the firing pan
had to be primed by shaking in
loose powder, taking care that the
wind did not blow it away. Finally,
the shooter had to make certain
that the flint was firmly in position
to strike a good spark when a pull
of the trigger brought it into contact
with the steel jaws of the pan.
The lead ball, an awesome
three-quarters of an inch in diameter, could tear gaping holes in flesh
and break bones. With the primitive quality of military medicine
and in the absence of battlefield
nursing care, almost any wound
from a musket ball would have a
fatal outcome.
Volley firing, in which all troops
discharged their weapons simultaneously, was the common practice.
On average, troops could reload

ROSH
HASHANA

and fire every 20 to 30 seconds. At
the distances involved, this would
assure at least two volleys directed
at a charging enemy.
All loading and firing was done
on command. Modern soldiers
would call it “by the numbers.” The
first volley was always the most
effective because it would have been
properly loaded in leisurely fashion
before bayonets were fixed.
After about two volleys had
been exchanged, both sides resorted
to bayonets--if they had them.
Precision aiming was unknown.
Rapidity of fire was more desirable
than accuracy.
Each opposing force was a
continuous linear body of men-perfect targets for volley fire.
Under the circumstances, training
in marksmanship was unnecessary.
American marksmanship was bad
and British marksmanship was
almost nonexistent.
At Lexington and Concord, it
is recorded that “only one American
bullet out of 300 found its mark
and only one man out of 15 hit
anybody.”
Speed was the objective: speed

for the defenders to get off as many
rounds as possible; speed for the
attackers to close with their adversaries and use their bayonets before
they took too many casualties.
The practice was to advance in
parade formation and withstand the
first volley, taking losses unflinchingly. Next, with the thinned ranks
closed up and before the enemy
could reload, the response was a
volley fired from a closer distance.
Finally came the charge with bayonets and hand-to-hand combat.
No wonder so many acts of
heroism are recorded. It took men
of great courage and fortitude to
stand up to this kind of fighting.
With most of the troops on both
sides equipped with smooth-bore
muskets and employing linear battle
tactics, a low level of marksmanship was probably adequate. Had
America indeed been “a nation of
riflemen,” the war would have been
over much sooner.
Robert Scott is a semi-retired book
publisher and local historian. He lives
in Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.

THE WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY FOR
HUMANISTIC JUDAISM

INVITES YOU
TO A HUMANIST INSPIRED
ROSH HASHANA SERVICE
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 6:00 PM
at the Community Unitarian Church
468 Rosedale Ave., White Plains
WITH RABBI FRANk TAMBUREllO EXPlORING
THE THEMES “RECOllECTION, REFlECTION,
AND RENEWAl”
Music by Prof. Ruth levy-Schudroff,
Michael Iannucci, guest singer, and our choir.
Family Service
Monday, September 17, 10:30 am

There is no charge but
donations are always welcome.
We are an open and
welcoming congregation.
Baby sitting available.

Yom kippur and Break-the-Fast
Wednesday, September 26, 4:00 pm
Succoth, Sunday
September 30, 4:00 pm
RSVP BEFORE 9/12 To
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or e mail: charlotteklein48@verizon.net
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High Holidays Humanistically
By Rabbi FRANK
TAMBURELLO

For Jews everywhere,
the High Holiday
period is a time for
renewal,
reflection,
and new beginnings. Our ancestors
believed that at this time of the year,
accounts were taken of our lives, and
judgments doled out according to the
gravity of our sins. Repentance and
prayer were seen as the best methods
to perfect our characters.
The focus of the High Holidays
in a humanistic community, however,
is the ethical component. The
message is that this world is good,
not merely preparation for an afterlife.
The holidays serve to provide an

opportunity to renew our commitment
to making our world a better place for
all people.
Humanistic High Holidays
provide a way to contemplate
and discuss important issues
of commitment and personal
responsibility without having to appeal
to a higher authority. At the same time
it gives Jews who are uncomfortable
with the supplicatory nature of the
holidays an opportunity to celebrate
with fellow Jews the cultural traditions
of the Jewish people in words and
language that is expressive and
contemporary.
A humanistic Jewish community
values every individual’s powers
of reason and logic. Services and

liturgies can be creative expressions
of a community’s individuality, and
are often crafted by the members
themselves. While there is no official
humanistic “siddur” or service book,
traditional motifs do form the basis
for liturgical expression, such as,
on the high holidays for example,
sounding of the shofar, tashlikh,
and memorial services. Humanistic
services are non-theistic in nature,
allowing all Jews, whatever their
belief or non-belief system access to
meaningful connection to their ancient
heritage.
The Society for Humanistic
Judaism was organized by Rabbi
Sherwin Wine in the 1960’s in
the Detroit area. It is presently an
international movement with over
forty congregations and educational
institutions in the U.S.,Canada, and
Israel.

The Society for Humanistic
Judaism is a participant in the Big
Tent Judaism program. This is a group
of Jewish communal institutions
who strive to create inclusive and
welcoming Jewish communities. The
goal of Big Tent Judaism is to engage,
support, and advocate for anyone who
would cast their lot with the Jewish
people regardless of prior knowledge
or background.
The Westchester Community for
Humanistic Judaism is one of three
humanistic communities in the New
York metropolitan area. It is a growing
congregation with a cultural children’s
education program including bar/bat
mitzvah preparation, Shabbat, holiday,
and cultural programs, speakers and
social events
The Schedule of High Holiday
Services 2012/2013-5773 are:
Rosh Hashana - Sunday,

September 16 - 6 p.m.
Rosh Hashana Children’s Service
- Monday, September 17 - 10:30 a.m.
Yom Kippur - Wednesday,
September 26 - 4 p.m.
Sukkot - Sunday, September 30 4 p.m.
All services will be held at the
Community Unitarian Church, 468
Rosedale Ave, White Plains, New
York. Anyone interested in attending
our services, please call to reserve a
seat. High Holiday services are open
to all at no cost.
Visit the website for details:
www.wchj.org, or contact Rabbi
Frank - 646-964-4462 or Dmitry
Turovsky - 914-713-8828.
The “Houses of Worship” column is open to
religious expression from those who practice their beliefs in Westchester County.

LEGAL

City of Yonkers Agrees to Submit Dispute with Firefighters Local 628 to Arbitration
By HEZI ARIS

YONKERS,
NY
– August 29, 2012 -Yonkers Fire Fighters
Local 628 – I.A.F.F.
and the City of
Yonkers (CoY) were
scheduled to appear before State
Supreme Court Justice Sam Walker
on Thursday, August 30, 2012, at 2:00

pm for further proceedings on Local
628’s application for a Restraining
Order directing CoY to maintain the
minimum manning of 57 firefighters
per tour pending Local 628’s contract
grievance before an arbitrator.
Yonkers Tribune have learned
the hearing before Judge Walker has
been adjourned and that Local 628
and the CoY have entered into a
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Health Care Prosecutions.

T. 914.948.0044
F. 914.686.4873

175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601

Stipulation wherein CoY
agrees to submit the dispute
to expedited arbitration
before Arbitrator Al Viani
and to maintain the status
quo of 57 firefighters per tour
pending the ultimate ruling
of Arbitrator Viani.
The next step will be
for the attorneys for Local
628 and the CoY to confer

Arbitrator Viani to set a
schedule for the expedited
arbitration
proceeding.
Arbitrator Vilani will hear
both sides of the contract
dispute and issue a final
and binding decision on the
disputed contract terms.
Read the copy of the
signed and filed Stipulation.
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MEDICINE WHAT YOUR DOCTOR WON’T (or CAN’T) TELL YOU

Lions and Tigers and Cardiologists, Oh My!
By EVAN S. LEVINE, MD

Ok, I’m talking
about Florida and
not Kansas and
perhaps I could
have called this
“Alligators, Sharks,
and Cardiologists, Oh My,” but I
needed to get someone’s attention,
especially since I haven’t been able to
get the attention of my patients who
visit Florida every winter. And while I
don’t want anyone to mistake this essay
as something from Mutual of Omaha.
I do wish many of you would think
of the classic video of the thousands
of wildebeest attempting to cross
a river full of dangerous predators
- with the wildebeest acting as the
elderly patients migrating down to
Florida for the winter and the lions
and wild dogs as the carnivorous
doctors looking for their prey.
It was an ordinary “Snow Bird”
trip to Florida for Mr. Irving Schwartz,
an elderly Jewish fellow with heart
disease, accompanied by his girlfriend. Prior to his departure, Irving

got his usual warning from me: “Don’t
let the doctor do anything to you
unless you call me first.”
Every year, just before the winter
storms hit up north, thousands of
elderly patients make their way
down to Florida. Many of these
patients have alot of health issues
and are in need of a doctor to care
for them until they make the migration northward in the Spring. It’s a
boon to the ailing Florida economy,
for the restaurants, markets, and
also for the doctors. With the
economy in a tailspin and a relative
glut of physicians in some of these
communities, some physicians
await these naïve elderly patients to
boost their income.
Irv had a heart attack years ago
and as a consequence of this large MI,
developed a rather large clot in the
apex of the heart chamber. But aside
from his medication, which includes
the blood thinner Coumadin, and a
bad stomach, which once caused some
bleeding from his stomach a few years
ago, Irv was feeling great. His last

stress test, several years ago, was pretty
good and because he remained active
and had no symptoms, he never had
another.
Irv likes to have a cardiologist
when he runs down to Florida for
the winter, “just in case”, and to take
his blood level for his Coumadin. But
he made a big mistake when he didn’t
call me after the first visit with his
new doctor (we’ll call him Dr. Moe
Howard), a doctor that was referred to
him by a few of his friends. Dr. Moe
told him he needed a nuclear stress test.
Irv was told, “Don’t worry about it your
insurance will pay for it” and decided
it might be a good idea to have it. I
guess Irv forgot what I had repeatedly told him when he asked me
why I didn’t do a stress test on him
every year like so many of his friends
have, “there is no clinical indication for
you to have a stress test other than your
friend’s cardiologist’s need to drive a
Mercedes Benz while I am fine with
my Subaru.” And I always reminded
Irv that abnormal results sometimes
lead to inappropriate and dangerous

procedures, like an unnecessary
cardiac angiogram.
But Irv figured, why argue with
Dr. Howard. Irv did tell me that he
checked Howard on the computer and
did find that he was under criminal
investigation in the past but that had
to do with insider trading and nothing
to do with the practice of medicine. So
Dr Moe, who apparently works with
his relative Dr. Shemp Howard,
performed a stress test on Irv and,
wouldn’t you know, it was abnormal.
Irv is an old man, has a previous
heart attack and, although he had no
symptoms, and didn’t need the stress
test, was more than likely to have an
abnormal study. And Irv got what
the doctor ordered.
Dr. Howard apparently told
Irv he was at risk of having a heart
attack (what eighty-year-old with a
previous heart attack isn’t) and he
recommended he have a cardiac
angiogram as soon as possible—
performed by Dr. Howard, of
course.
I guess at that moment Irv
must have heard a voice in his head,
kind-of like the Obi-Wan Kenobi
voice, “Irv, call me. Call me before you

let a doctor down there do anything
on you.” And so Irv called my office.
But the day Irv called was a day I was
off playing with he kids, and wouldn’t
be back for a week, and Irv got too
tempted, too worried, by the words of
Dr. Moe Howard; Irv went for his
angiogram—wish I had a visual of
an old-style cash register showing
the enormous cost for these worthless and dangerous tests.
Dr. Howard performed the angiogram (I later reviewed the films of the
study) at the hospital he apparently
runs. The first catheter, not meant
to go into the chamber of the
heart, slipped into the heart chamber.
He injected dye into that chamber to
look at the heart function (not that
he needed to since he already had
imaged the heart during a stress
test) and could have broken off that
clot that I mentioned that could
have caused a huge stroke. He then
made some other injections and
found a blockage in a relatively
small artery.
If you recall, I mentioned Irv had
stomach problems and with that the
risk of a bleed from it. Dr. Howard
Continued on page 10
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Lions and Tigers and Cardiologists, Oh My!
Continued from page 9

could have left that lesion alone or, at
the most, put a type of stent in without
a drug coating but instead he put in a
drug coated stent. The problem with
drug coated stents vs. stents without
a coating is that those stents require
very aggressive blood thinning drugs
(usually aspirin and Plavix) for as
long as the patient can take it or

preferably three years. The non drug
coated stents require a much shorter
duration (as few as three months) of
therapy with both agents. So now, this
old man with a risk of stomach bleeds
is on the blood thinner Coumadin
plus Aspirin and Plavix.
Amazingly… no bleeding so far!
So what can we conclude? Well,
in spite of the fact that our healthcare
system suffers from a severe shortage

of primary care physicians, in some
places there are just too many cardiologists around, especially in some areas
of Florida, and the more there are, the
more machines they have to use, the
more mouths they have to feed, the
more tests people like you and I and
Irv are going to have, especially in
those winter months.
So please be advised: Before
having a stress test or a cardiac
catheterization, ask the following

questions:
Is the doctor board-certified in
cardiology, nuclear cardiology, or invasive cardiology?
Does the doctor own the invasive
cardiology lab?
Is the center you are going to a
university hospital staffed by doctors
affiliated with a major medical
school?
* Can you show me where
this type of procedure fits into

the recommendations of the
American Heart Association?
Can you call my doctor to discuss
this before proceeding?
Evan S. Levine, MD FACC is the
author of “What Your Doctor Won’t (or
Can’t) Tell You” and a practicing cardiologist in Westchester and The Bronx. He is a
clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine at
Montefiore Medical Center. Dr. Levine
can be reached at 914-237-1332 or by
directing email to: VaNLeV@aol.com.

READING

No Guarantees: One Man’s Road Through the Darkness of Depression
Chapter Forty Seven – Progress and Payments
By BOB MARRONE

My life with depression and recovery from
it settled into a pattern
that was quite different
than the life I previously knew. I could
no longer play hockey, so I coached.
Whereas I had loved newspapers and
books, I now read only what I had to
for work, as well as anything necessary to deal with my daughter’s illness.
Where once I was outgoing and social,
I now limited social engagements to
a minimum. As for work, as I have
mentioned, it was my good fortune
to be in a new job, in a different part
of the company. My bosses there did
not know the outspoken and animated
leader that I had been, and would one
day be again. They came to believe that
I was a quiet, heads down, instructional
designer and trainer.
The days eventually turned into
weeks, the weeks into months and the
months into years. This was a period
of hard work in therapy, endless doubt
and slow, if uneven progress. As I have
also mentioned several times, and this
is essential for anyone suffering from
depression, during down cycles, or

harsh symptoms, it is hard to believe
you will ever be well. It is no cliché to
say that you have to live one day at a
time. Add to that the persistence to go
on and face another day… to simply
adopt a routine and stick to it separate
from what you are feeling… hoping,
in spite of the doubt, that you will one
day be much better. I must add, with
great emphasis, the need to appreciate
the small and medium improvements
that occur along the way. They make
facing another day easier; and what is
more, having lost so much, I learned to
appreciate the smallest pleasures.
There were Friday nights at
my mother’s house when we would
order donuts from a bakery that used
granulated instead of powdered sugar
on their baked goods. As my appetite
slowly returned, I would eat three or
four of these delights to try and gain
back some of the weight I had lost.
I cherished these moments, as I did
those hours of peace that would come
late at night. I also took those opportunities to eat nutritious foods, and did so
quickly. In the last chapter I mentioned
how some things remain with me
from those days; I still eat very fast, and
only enjoy my food when consumed in
this way.

My life as a father also began
to bring me real joy, along with the
motivation it had already provided.
My little girl became my constant pal
and focus. Indeed, nothing and no one
else could get me to awaken early if
I was, through some miracle, able to
stay asleep beyond the early morning
horrors that were my life at that time.
But first, my sense of duty and fatherhood, then genuine pleasure in the
bond drove me out of bed.
The following chapters will deal,
in considerable detail, with the key
milestones of my recovery, as well
as the things I did to overcome the
phobias that persisted much longer
than the core state of depression. But
this is as good a time as any to deal
with the often-enormous issue of cost.
Most insurance policies offered
by corporations cover mental illness to
some extent as do most of the better…
if expensive… private policies. Public
coverage like Medicare and Medicaid
cover mental illness fairly well, but the
patient is often limited to clinics and/
or doctors of the carrier’s choice. Sadly,
because of the length of treatment
involved in mental illness, as well as
the uncertainty of what constitutes a
cure in many cases, insurance coverage

is limited. Most polices will cover only
half of the doctor visit when dealing
with mental disorders, and that only
after a significant deductible has been
reached. Let me add that for the young
person just starting out, which by the
way many doctors would agree is
when most mental disorders in adults
present themselves… the diagnosis of
an emotional or mental disorder is a
catastrophic financial burden which
exacerbates the very thing that must
be fought.
In my case, my monthly psychiatric bill was more than three times my
rent in 1975 through 1980. My doctor
was not off the charts expensive, nor
was he inexpensive. He was, however,
one of the best in his field and it can
fairly be said that he saved my life. And
so, here I was, newly married with a
baby born with a hole in her heart. I
was in a job I needed for the health
insurance all the way around, as well as
for the obvious need to put bread on
the table. Through it all, in those days,
my illness still had to be hidden; you
get the picture. Add to this reality that
to get well you will be in treatment for
years and at a cost greater than any
other financial obligation in our life.
It is mind boggling that in our

great country, in this day and age, the
cure for such a devastating illness actually becomes one of its drivers.
I am not sure what can be done
about this. Treatment is expensive and
it is understandable why insurance
companies are careful when setting
up coverage. It is also true, and it was
in my case, that paying for the help
is one of the ways I spend my insurance wisely and, more importantly,
became a key provider of my “cure.”
The thinking is that one’s doctor is
not helping you because he or she
likes you, or is patronizing you. Rather,
he or she is rendering a dispassionate
service without bias; a service you can
trust “BECAUSE” of its professional
distance.
Still, I cannot but wonder when
I hear that someone killed himself,
whether the right doctor at the right
price might have saved him.
As for me, because of the medical
bills associated with my depression I
was encumbered with debt until I was
thirty-eight-years old..

County…
Three cheers (but not while they’re
putting) goes out to the Mohansic
Hills Ladies Golf Club as they celebrate their 50th anniversary.
Congratulations to Westchester
native and Hackley School graduate
Jordan Rapp as he has won the first
Ironman U.S. Championship in New
York City with a time of 8:11.8.

The Pelham Community Rowing
Association’s Girls Junior A 8-plus
crew took home the gold medal at the
USRowing Club Nationals recently
held in Camden. NJ.
House of Sports, the $12.8
million dollar indoor sports facility in
Ardsley is set to open, the complex will
have basebsll, basketball and lacrosse in
its 120,000 square-foot building.

Let’s turn to some recreation
league results: The Yorktown Knights
soccer squad beat Lehigh Valley to
repeat as Lititz Summer College
Showcase Boys Under 19 Champions.
The Tuckahoe Youth Association
Quarrymen defeated Mahopac 5-4
to win the Westchester Baseball
Association 13U championship.
The Harrison Patriots defeated the

Danbury Barons 5-0 to clinch the
championship of the Westchester/
Rockland Wood Bat League; Andrew
Martirano went 3-4 with 2 RBI’s for
the winners.
Jumping into some swimming
pool news, the Bedford Village Swim
& Dive Team finished the season with
a 4-1 record and will stay in Division
Continued on page 11

Bob Marrone is the host of a Monday to
Friday local morning talk show heard on
WVOX-1460 AM radio.

SPORTSSCENE

Sports Scene
By MARK JEFFERS

Welcome to the back
to school edition of
“Sports Scene,” where
we take a look at the
great sports action
here in Westchester
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Sports Scene
Continued from page 10

3 of the Northern Westchester Swim
Conference next summer.
Manhattanville College’s women’s
basketball team has a new head coach
as Knoxville native Josh Shuttles takes
over for the Valiants.
Speaking of Manhattanville, their
former shortstop Dan Fiorito has been
signed to a free-agent contract by the
New York Yankees and assigned to
their minor league team in Tampa.
Pace University has a new men’s
and women’s cross country head coach

as Tom O’Neill takes over the helm.
Fore…how about some adult
and junior golf instruction (I know I
can use some hints…) swing by the
Westchester Golf Range in White
Plains September 8th and sign up.
Peter Busch of Galloping Hill
Golf Course captured the 16th
Metropolitan Golf Association Senior
Open in a sudden death playoff.
More golf news, the Alzheimer’s
Association will hold their 14th annual
golf tournament and second annual
tennis tournament on September
10th at the Elmwood Country Club
in White Plains. Take a swing at

Alzheimer’s disease…enjoy a great day
of golf, tennis, food, fun and prizes.
New Rochelle High School is in
the market for a new boys basketball
head coach, as Bill Murphy has called
it quits after 11 years with the school.
Our friend Greg sent in this
item, the Bedford Village Lions Club
will hold a sports equipment sale on
October 13 and 14 at the Bedford
Elementary School. This community
event is to facilitate the exchange of
sports equipment and clothing in good
condition while also raising funds to
be reinvested into the community by
the Lions Club. So go clean out your

garage and attic and we’ll see you there.
There is a BinderHoops showcase happening on September 23rd
at Purchase College for high school
basketball players.
Are you trying to get in shape,
like most of us...then give Ta Chi and
QiGong a try, there will be workouts
on Saturdays through October 20th
at the Anthony F. Veteran Park in
Ardsley.
The New York Knicks and
Backyard Sports Cares will work
together to host a 3-on-3 charity
basketball tournament at the Knicks’
practice facility in Greenburgh in

November. The date will be released
once MSG figures out the Knicks’
practice schedule. All proceeds from
the event will go to Backyard Sports
Cares, a not-for-profit organization
based in Westchester County. The
group provides athletic and recreational programs to special needs and
underserved children.
The Fall sports season is underway,
please head out and support your local
teams… see you next time.
Mark Jeffers resides in Bedford Hills,
New York, with his wife Sarah, and three
daughters, Kate, Amanda, and Claire.

THE SPOOF

Robert Pattinson is First Vampire to Ring Opening Bell at NY Stock Exchange
By GAIL FARRELLY

The staid institution may never be the
same after the historymaking event of
Tuesday, August 14.
Some onlookers reported that
Pattinson, wearing a Gucci suit and
sporting a rather conservative hairdo,

looked more like a Wall Street executive than a vampire.
After Pattinson rang the bell,
not that much trading took place for
some time. Female workers forgot
their duties; instead of working, they
were crying, cheering and begging for
autographs.
Excitement mounted when a

female fan swooned and Rob came to
the rescue, scooping her up in his arms.
Nice! Until, that is, he bared his fangs
and then flew, with the worker in his
arms, all around the Exchange. Yikes!
Fortunately he brought her back
unharmed after a ten-minute ride. “I
wasn’t frightened, not for a second,” said
the lucky young lady, returned from her

EYE ON THEATRE

Even in Sam Shepard’s best plays
there was always something weird.
But it was a controlled weirdness
that the play managed to absorb.
Lately, though,. the weirdness has
preponderated, as in the new “Heartless.”The play
seems the work of an idiot savant. Surrealism at
least was funny, and is, in any case, passé. Here
what makes sense is routine stuff; what doesn’t, is
preposterous.
Sally Hubbard, the heroine, and Roscoe wake
up in separate beds at odd angles to each other.
The set is an open platform, with only a small
table and two chairs down front, and a couple of
palms as bookends. In back, an inexplicable black
wall slants away from us; it has numerous protuberances to facilitate equally inexplicable climbing.
Sally is half naked, with a long scar down her front
between her shapely breasts. After that, it’s largely
downhill.
Or, perhaps, uphill, as characters sporadically
climb up to gaze at the San Fernando Valley. An
elevation down stage right, on the other hand,
allows them to contemplate Los Angeles. When,
that is, the blue or yellow smog permits. Roscoe is
escaping from a wife and child, for unexplained
reasons. Sally, a film documentarian, and he, a

and The Standard & Poor 500 (S&P
500) were slightly down, which
prompted a discouraged NY Stock
Exchange official to say, “For now
we’ve had it with vampires. Next time
we’ll try our luck with shapeshifters.”
Learn more about The Farrelly Sisters
- Authors: http://www.farrellysistersonline.com/ on the Internet.

88th Annual

Heartless or Hopeless?
By JOHN SIMON

impromptu adventure. She continued,
“It was awesome, cool romantic and
dreamy. I felt like I was in the movie
“Twilight.” She sighed, than added,
“C’mon, get with the program. Like
everyone else on Wall Street, Pattinson’s
out for bucks, not blood.”
By the end of the day, both the
Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA)

professor of Spanish, met on a talk show, from
which she brought him home. Whether they are
lovers or just friends is left uncertain.
Roscoe has a dog, whose bark we sometimes
hear. Whenever Shepard wants Roscoe offstage,
he is walking the dog, making it the most exercised canine in theatrical history. Sally has a
homely elder sister, Lucy, who always carries a tray
with syringes and drugs, partly for Sally but mostly
for their wheelchair-bound mother, Mable. (And
sometimes for her own high.)
Shepard’s surprising subliteracy comes out
in the text. Surely Mable ought to be Mabel,
and whenever a character is horizontal, he or she
should be lying, not “laying.” The punctuation
should not bristle with exclamation points, and
dashes should not end countless sentences.
Then there is the attractive nurse, variously
called Elizabeth or Liz, who dutifully wheels
Mable about, but remains mute throughout Act
One. Mable explains that as a little girl Sally had
a defective heart, and was saved by the heart of
another little, murdered girl. Liz is revealed to
have a scar just like Sally’s, and we are to infer that
she is either the dead donor grown up heartless,
or her matured ghost, neither of which makes an
iota of sense.
Continued on page 12

Yorktown Grange Fair
September 6 — September 9

Grange Fairgrounds • 99 Moseman Road, Yorktown Heights

Rides ~ Exhibits ~ Livestock ~ Contests
Live Music with Local Favorites!
Exhibits & Contests

Produce ~ Flowers ~ Art
Baking ~ Needlework
Photography ~ Legos

e
Audienc
tion
Participa
s
Contest
For the Kids

Antique Tractor Parade
Saturday at Noon

Bicycle
Stunt
Shows

Annie & the Natural Wonder Band
Magic with The Great Charlini

www.yorktowngrangefair.org
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Heartless or Hopeless?
Continued from page 11

Mable characterizes Liz once as
English, another time as Nebraskan.
Sally describes her as wandered in out
of nowhere. In Act Two, she sometimes
speaks, sometimes not. At its start, she
is revealed onto top of Roscoe, having
sex, which Sally calmly shoots with her
camera. Roscoe is advised to return
home, but it seems to be too late for
that.
Liz absconds, but reappears after a
lengthy absence (times and durations are
never specified) on top of the black wall,
having somehow risen from the precipice.
When she, earlier, tossed down Sally’s
camera, it broke in smithereens. Sally
subsequently jumps down after it, and
returns a bit later perfectly unharmed.
Apparently Liz has been
wandering about and, carrying her
shoes, bloodied her feet. Not on their
soles, however, but higher up. She now
sits washing them with a wet rag long
enough to clean an entire elephant.
Mute again, she grimaces horribly.
Low farce is reached when Roscoe,
exasperated by the whole deranged
clan, packs his total belongings into a
small suitcase, only to have it emptied

by one sister. He repacks, and the other
sister tosses out the contents. Saying
he doesn’t need the stuff anyway, he
departs, driven by Lucy, who also
wants to escape. Whereto, since he no
longer has a home?
Mable, by the way, was invalided
after her husband walked out on her,
when she ran into a nocturnal forest
and came upon an outdoor cinema,
showing a James Dean picture. To get
a better look, she climbed up on a tree
branch that broke, hence the wheelchair. After Roscoe and Lucy leave,
Mable and Sally discuss whether there
is a difference in smell between a dead
human and a dead dog.
In the distance, Roscoe’s dog,
evidently abandoned, is heard barking.
Like the other women, each of whom
at some point sang a a different but
equally childish ditty. Now Liz sings,
stage right, “I want to come to life/ I
do/ I do/ I want to come alive/ This
something in the dark/ Is tearing me
apart/ I want to come to life/ I do/ I
do.”This time no punctuation at all.
Roscoe’s dog, abandoned, barks
in the distance. Sally asks Mable why
she saved her when she knew she was
hopeless, to which Mable, “What are
mothers for?” The play is over, and

we wonder whether it is not the play
that is hopeless, something that even
a mother couldn’t love, only perhaps
reviewers awed by Shepard’s name.
Under Daniel Aukin’s direction,
Julianne Nicholson (Sally), Jenny
Bacon (Lucy), Lois Smith (Mable),
Betty Gilpin (Elizabeth) and Gary
Cole (though he hardly looks 65)
all do well in a lost cause. No quarrel
either with Eugene Lee’s setting,
faithful to the text’s oddities, Kaye
Voyce’s costumes or Tyler Nicoleau’s
lighting. At one point, Mable recites
Shakespeare’s sonnet about the
expanse of spirit in a waste of shame.
Just as bad in a waste of words.
Photos by and courtesy of Joan Marcus.
John Simon has written for over 50 years
on theatre, film, literature, music and fine
arts for the Hudson Review, New Leader,
New Criterion, National Review, New
York Magazine, Opera News, Weekly
Standard, Broadway.com and Bloomberg
News. Mr. Simon holds a PhD from
Harvard University in Comparative
Literature and has taught at MIT,
Harvard University, Bard College and
Marymount Manhattan College.
Jenny Bacon (Lucy), Lois Smith (Mabel), and Betty Gilpin (Elizabeth).

GOVERNMENTSection

To learn more, visit the JohnSimonUncensored.com

FIRE DEPARTMENT

Mayor Spano Swears in FDNY Chief of Operations Robert Sweeney as Yonkers’ New Fire Commissioner
YONKERS, NY -- Yonkers Mayor
Mike Spano on August 31, 2012,
swore in Robert Sweeney as the City’s
new Fire Commissioner. Sweeney
joins the Yonkers Fire Department
(YFD) after spending 33 years with
the New York City Fire Department
(FDNY), most recently serving as the
department’s Chief of Operations,
managing the department’s day-today operations.
“Bob holds impressive credentials
-- his instincts, on-the-job experience
and in-depth knowledge of the workings of the fire department elevated
him head and shoulders above the
rest when considering Yonkers’ next
Fire Commissioner,” said Mayor
Spano.
“Leading and working for one
of the most revered fire departments
in the country, I believe his skills
obtained in the FDNY will seamlessly

Mayor Spano swears in Yonkers Fire Commissioner Robert Sweeney

transition to ones needed to manage
the Yonkers Fire Department,” added
Mayor Spano. “Bob is a great fit for
our City and I believe our firefighters
will respond to him in a positive way.”

As FDNY’s Chief of Operations
since 2009, Sweeney has been responsible for the oversight and operational
readiness of over 11,000 fire officers
and firefighters and has acted as the

incident commander of all major
fire or emergencies in New York
City. Having served as New York’s
second-highest-ranked uniformed
firefighter, Sweeney is widely known
for his leadership of New York City
firefighters in New Orleans while
assisting with the cleanup efforts
following Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
He is also well respected within the
FDNY for performing a vital role in
rebuilding the Department after the
tragic events of September 11.
“I appreciate and look forward
to the opportunity Mayor Spano has
provided me to serve for the residents
of Yonkers,” said Robert Sweeney.
“I am eager to work with the fine
men and women of the Yonkers Fire
Department so we can continue to
keep Yonkers safe and out of harm’s
way.”

Sweeney comes to Yonkers after
also serving as a member of the
FDNY Senior Management Team,
which develops, manages and implements policies and procedures for the
department. The New York native
worked his way up through the ranks
since joining the department in 1979,
also serving as Assistant Chief and
Queens Borough Commander.
The new commissioner will be
responsible for the command, control,
administration, disposition and discipline of the Fire Department, while
coordinating and planning the activity
and efficiency of all firefighting units
in the City of Yonkers.
SOURCE: Christina Gilmartin,
Communications Director, City of
Yonkers, Office of the Mayor. Photo by
and courtesy of City of Yonkers.
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Westchester County Budget Blunder Causes Slide Into $29 Million Deficit
By NANCY KING
and HEZI ARIS

WHITE PLAINS,
NY -- Last week,
during a 2nd quarter
presentation
to
the Budget and Appropriations
Committee of the Westchester
County Board of Legislators,
Budget Director Lawrence Soule
revealed the county is facing a $29
million deficit. According to Soule,
the deficit was created by unfunded
salary and benefits costs after the
county settled with the Teamster
Union and the County Department
of Corrections and Public Safety. The
balance of this deficit was created
with the loss of the securitization of
a tobacco settlement. This revelation
came as a shock to members of the
County Board of Legislators and
taxpayers alike; when the budget was
signed into effect back in November
of 2011 there were no projected deficits and the tax levy was non-existent,

zilch, nada, zero.
Inquiry about the $29 million
budget deficit would soon grow
in intensity. Was it an administrative oversight that never took
into consideration an $18 million
salary and benefit package that was
supposed to be settled in the spring
of 2012 but was not? Was it a slip of
a finger on a calculator or
Did the Ninth Floor deliberately
hide the line-by-line budget requests
believing there was supposed to
be a deficit and believing County
Executive Rob Astorino could and
would amend the budget lines?
Surely there had to be an actuary and
a labor specialist on the Ninth Floor
who could have warned County
Executive Astorino when the budget
line fell into the red. A deficit
should have been inferred since two
contracts had already been settled
and those employees were still owed
salaries, benefits, and pensions. It is
this very backdrop that had some

THE ROMA BUILDING

lawmakers assert the Astorino
Administration had to be aware the
budget would retreat from the positive into the negative realm.
According to former County
Board Chairman Bill Ryan (D),
the Democratic Majority believes
the Astorino Administration had
deliberately withheld departmental
budget requests of them in order to
hide the negative imbalance. Ryan
said, “They hid important financial
information that would have given
us a clear picture of what we would
need in 2012”.
Budget Director Soule told
the Budget and Appropriation
Committee there is “no reason
to panic” in regards to this deficit
and that “the piper has to be paid.”
Suggesting payment could be made
as the deficit is reduced over time. Yet
Mr. Soule failed to remember this isn’t
the first time Westchester County
has had a deficit to which negative consequence encumbered the

2022 Saw Mill River Rd., Yorktown Heights, NY

Office & Store Space for Rent
Prime Yorktown Location

Office Space 965 sq ft.: Rent $ 1650/mo.
Store Karl Ehmers: 1100 sq ft- $3100/mo.
Store in back: 1300 sq ft. $2650/mo.

914.632.1230

budget. Last year, a $6 million deficit
was the catalyst and rationale behind
Moody’s Investor Services placing
Westchester County on a negative
status watch. One can only imagine
what Moody’s will say about this
year’s $29 million deficit; a figure
almost 5 times the 2011 deficit.
In order to assuage the fear
instilled by the $29 million deficit
and to reduce the deficit as quickly
as possible, positions lost through
the process of attrition would be
kept vacant and there would be no
new hires. Mr Soule’s statement is
incongruous to the twice-monthly
employee orientations that have been
quietly revealed to The Westchester
Guardian. So who is telling truth?
In a final effort to turn lemons
into lemonade at this presentation,
Soule explained that the county had
saved $2 million in heating costs
because of an unusually warm spring.
He also noted that the Department
of Social Services is projecting $7.9

million less in spending this fiscal
year. Does that mean that they’ll use
some of those funds to restore the
20% extra in costs that needy families
must now contribute to childcare?
Nope, they’ll just continue to move
that money around from column A
to column B in an attempt to cover
up this blunder.
It may be a worthy suggestion
that some of the Department of
Social Services (DSS) windfall be
directed to teach remedial classes
for those deficient in the use of
a calculator; barring the benevolence intended by such a course, it
may behoove the office of County
Executive Astorino investing in
the purchase of a few portable lie
detector machines. That way, we’ll
be able to fact check the integrity
of their remarks before we are made
to open our wallets to pay for their
mistakes.
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THE ALBANY CORRESPONDENT

Silver’s Hush Money
By CARLOS GONZALEZ

ALBANY, NY -While
Democrats
across the nation gear
up to counter the
GOP’s war against
women, elected officials have been
silent when it comes to criticizing
one of the most powerful Democrats
in New York who is entrenched in a
sex harassment claim and cover-up
scandal in Albany.
For decades, pervi-like predatory legislators have victimized
women at the Capitol by unwanted
sexual behavior and have gotten away
with intolerable acts by using their
influence over a woman’s career in
exchange for silence. Interns seem to
be most vulnerable.
It gets worse though.
Assembly Speaker Sheldon
Silver is under extreme fire, for one
of the most significant and heinous
cover-ups, upon approving secret
taxpayer dollar hush-money to settle
a sex harassment claim against his
biggest ally, Assemblyman Vito
Lopez. There was no public disclosure, no transparency.
Silver failed to follow protocol
by referring the claim to the Ethics

Committee.
And when the heat came down
on him, Silver attempted to throw the
victims under the bus by suggesting
that the secret settlement was not
forwarded to the Ethics Committee
because it was not what the victim
requested.
Lawyer Gloria Allred who represented the women in the settlement
on Thursday objected and accused
Silver of trying to divert attention
from the Assembly’s conduct.
“The speaker, through his own
statements and his spokespeople, has
repeatedly implied that the women
who brought the claims against
(Assemblyman Vito) Lopez sought
only a settlement for financial gain
and that they requested that no investigation occur,” Allred said.
“That is false,” she said. “An
investigation should be conducted
A.S.A.P.”
JCOPE is expected to investigate
and announced Thursday it will hold
a special meeting Tuesday.
Silver has said he approved the
settlement as “legal and ethical” at the
insistence of the victims who sought
a mediated solution with a confidentiality provision, rather than an

investigation by the Assembly ethics
committee. A month later, new sexual
harassment claims were made against
Lopez, and those where handled
by the Assembly ethics committee,
which censured him. Silver then
stripped Lopez of his committee
chairman and its stipend.
This week, the Democratic leader
said he was wrong to negotiate a
private settlement and would now
stick to the ethics committee process,
which also protects the privacy of
accusers.
By now it’s fairly well known
that the 71-year-old disgraced
Assemblyman Vito Lopez is a dirty,
dirty old man, one you would cringe if
your daughter had to be around.
Most legislators have now called
for Assemblyman Lopez to resign
from office, including a calling by
Cuomo. Cuomo needs to turn his
attention to Silver though. Few
Democrats have criticized Silver
out of fear, but the bottom line is
that Silver is a co-conspirator in this
scandal.
However, it’s time for an
Assembly leadership overhaul beginning with Silver.
State Sen. Tony Avella
(D-Queens) said self-preservation
keeps Assembly Democrats from
criticizing Silver.

“I think it’s important for every
elected official when a situation
comes up like this, to speak out. That’s
the only way we’re gonna change the
attitude in Albany,” Avella said.
Democratic State Sen. Liz
Krueger of Manhattan said that
since Lopez was censured a week
ago, several lawmakers claimed sexual
harassment by the 28-year-veteran of
the Assembly was “common knowledge, and no one was doing anything
to stop it.”
“I think both in reality and in
perception, there is a culture within
the highest levels of government
in this state - the legislative and the
executive - that we are above the rules
and the law and that these kinds of
outrageous behavior can be tolerated
for extended periods of time because
we are individually elected and
nothing can be done about it.”
The Attorney General’s Office
said the Assembly “informally”
contacted an expert in labor law and
provided her with a draft of the settlement. She suggested minor changes
and provided a model settlement
without a confidentiality agreement.
They said that wasn’t accepted by the
Assembly, and the attorney general’s
office wasn’t the Assembly’s lawyer
in this case. The Attorney General’s
Office said the lawyer had no power

to stop or question the settlement and
didn’t try to do so.
The state Comptroller’s Office
said it had no legal right to reject
payment of the $103,000 settlement and didn’t try to question or
stop it. An official there reviewed the
proposed settlement for tax purposes
only.
Lopez has denied harassing
female staffers, who claim he propositioned them and urged them to
dress provocatively. He is stepping
down as chairman of the Brooklyn
Democratic Party.
To be fair, legislators are not
the only one’s with a sex agenda. A
growing culture of legislative staffers
seek to climb more than a career
ladder with elected officials as their
top choice.
“I’ve been in too many compromising positions from staffers
throwing themselves at me,” said
a member of the Assembly who
requested anonymity. “Albany is
very after-hours driven, we’re away
from our families, alcohol looses the
tension from the work day, and things
evolve from there.”
Carlos Gonzalez pens The Albany
Correspondent column. Direct comments
and inquiry to carlgonz1@gmail.com.

ATTORNEY GENERAL

Statement from NYS Attorney General Schneiderman
NEW YORK – The following statement is attributed to New York
State Attorney General Eric T.
Schneiderman:

“If true, the actions of
Assemblyman Lopez are reprehensible, and the decision of the Assembly
to keep secret the provision of ‑ and
even the existence of ‑ a settlement
agreement was wholly inappropriate
and contrary to the public interest.
Our office policy requires that agreements of this kind do not include

confidentiality provisions. On May
30, 2012, an OAG attorney provided
the Assembly’s counsel with a copy
of a model pre-litigation settlement agreement, which included
no provision mandating secrecy or
confidentiality.
“Our office has already been
in communication with Ellen
Biben, the Executive Director of
the Joint Commission on Public
Ethics. We have already provided
the Commission and the press with
copies of all communications with the
Assembly in our possession relating
to this matter, and stand ready to
work with JCOPE to ensure a full
and fair investigation.”
Background on OAG Role in
Employment Litigation
The Office of the Attorney
General serves as litigation counsel
for the State including state agencies, the Governor, the Comptroller,

the Legislature, the Office of Court
of Administration, some authorities, and state employees and officers,
including members of the legislature.
That is, we are the State’s trial lawyers,
as opposed to the lawyers within
agencies and the Legislature who act
as general counsel.
We act primarily as defense
counsel representing these entities
when they are sued. In this matter,
because no litigation was initiated,
the Office of the Attorney General
did not represent the Assembly in its
internal employment dispute.
We defend the State, state
agencies as well as individual state
employees in employment litigation
which does not include administrative proceedings, or pre-litigation
investigation, or alternative dispute
resolution.
In the course of litigation, we
analyze whether it is in the best

interests of the state to settle matters
before trial, taking into account, for
instance, saving taxpayer money.
The OAG settlement policy
provides that all Settlement
Agreements be public in accordance with the principles of Open
Government except for compelling
reasons, including public safety.
Accordingly, the OAG standard
settlement terms do not include
confidentiality provisions. Further,
our policy is that when defending the
state in litigation, we do not enter into
any confidential or secret litigation
settlements, and we would not view a
sexual harassment case as a compelling exemption to this policy.
In employment litigation, clients
often request that the terms of the
settlement be confidential and we
regularly reject such requests based on
our policy.
State agencies, including the

Legislature, consult with us from
time to time on matters where we
have expertise such as bankruptcy,
employment, and contracts in a nonlitigation context, or in anticipation of
litigation.
We do not, in our work defending
the State:
(1) make agency management or
business decisions;
(2) participate in agency
internal investigations or ethics
determinations;
(3) participate in the internal
workings of the Legislature or their
proceedings as it relates to employment issues;
(4) negotiate agency agreements
with employees outside of the litigation context; nor
(5) represent agencies or
employees in administrative proceedings such as the State Division of
Human Rights, other than representing ourselves.
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Defeating the Islamo-‘Progressive’ Axis
By MATT BARBER

There’s evidently a
fine line between a
“hate crime” and a
BLT.
The Reuters
headline screamed: “Bacon
found at NY Muslim celebration
probed as possible hate crime.” I
was expecting the subtitle: “Cops
bring lettuce & tomato, dispose of
evidence,” but to no avail. (Pork,
of course, is verboten in Islamic
culture. Don’t knock it, I say.)
Condemnation was swift and
judgment final: “It’s anti-Islamic
sentiment – a sign they don’t want
us to feel welcome,” charged Cyrus
McGoldrick, spokesman for the
New York chapter of the Council
on American-Islamic Relations, or
CAIR.
Indeed, at the very least such a
stupid, “Islamophobic” prank was,
um, tasteless.
Except that it wasn’t.
A caller to a local newspaper
took credit for the crime: “This
is-I was reading the article about
the horrible incident of bacon
and Muslims in the park and I
wanted to let you know that is
not my intention. I had put the
bacon there. It was going bad in
my trunk and I put it out for the
scavengers like the opossums and
the raccoons and sea gulls, and I
did not intend for that to cause
anybody any problems.”
So, apparently, knee-jerk liberals
and mainstream media have egg on
their face once again. (Add toast and
you get a Denny’s Grand Slam.)
Let’s put aside for a moment
that we live in a hyper-sensitive,
politically correct culture wherein
hurting someone’s feelings is, quite
literally, a federal offense. I’m more
interested in the blaring double
standard.
Bacon at a Muslim picnic?
“Hate crime.” A crucifix with the
image of Christ submerged in
urine? “Art.”
I know, there was that time a

group of tea-partiers stormed the
mosque in Lansing, Mich, threw
Oscar Mayer ham slices on the children, mocked the women for their
hijabs and screamed: “Mohammed
slept with a nightlight!” but …
No, actually, it was a group
of homosexual activists who
stormed a Christian church
in Lansing, Michigan, threw
condoms at people, committed
gross displays of public perversion
in front of children and screamed,
“Jesus was gay!”
“Hate crime, right?” Not a
chance. Not even a ticket. In fact,
law enforcement knew about the
“protest” in advance and refused to
send police. They sent a reporter
instead.
You get the point.
Indeed, secular-“progressive”
hostility toward Christianity is
at an all-time high. But it’s not
just “gay” activists and other
“progressive”
extremists.
It’s
systemic. It’s Democrat-tested and
Obama-approved.
The
Family
Research
Council, or FRC – no stranger
to violent “hate crimes” that
somehow aren’t “hate crimes” –
has released a study cataloging
a vast sampling of the left’s antiChristian attacks. (The study can
be found at ReligiousHostility.
org. I highly recommend you
review it before stepping into the
voting booth this November.)
Yet the same “progressives” who
find “homophobia” under every
bed, and “Islamophobia” around
each corner, have never imagined
the cancerous “Christaphobia” that
courses throughout their very own
veins. Their narrow little minds
won’t allow it. The poor sap with
hateful halitosis is usually the last to
know.
Still, what’s most remarkable is that secular-“progressives”
and Islamists – such as the aforementioned CAIR and President
Obama’s “Muslim Brotherhood”
pals – have forged a bizarre and

notably incongruous sociopolitical
partnership.
Consider, for instance, that
central to Muslim teaching is the
mandate that homosexuals, when
discovered, are to be summarily
executed. Yet, homosexual activists
and other liberals are usually the
first to cry “Islamophobia” if anyone
points out the bloody precepts
central to mainstream Islamic
dogma.
And how about women? Well,
according to Islamic law – again,
mainstream, not fringe – women are
treated as chattel and can be beaten
with impunity for any reason or no
reason at all.
Yet liberal feminists – “tolerant”
to a fault when it serves their agenda
– will trip over themselves to ignore
such “cultural diversity.”
The only explanation, as far as
I can tell, is best illustrated by the
maxim: “The enemy of my enemy is
my friend.”
But, who is this common
enemy?
Well, it too is signified by an
alliance. This alliance, however,
is most simpatico. It consists of
Christians and Jews worldwide. It
too is built around a shared cause.
But unlike that of the Islamo“progressive” axis, this cause intends
freedom, not tyranny – representative democracy, not control. Most
importantly, this Judeo-Christian
cause is built upon the rock of truth
given us by the God of Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob. The God of the
living, not the dead. The great “I
Am.”
I’m currently reading the
two-part work, “Democracy in
America,” written by Alexis De
Tocqueville in 1835. The French
statesman and historian immersed
himself in American society and
was left stunned by the indissoluble synthesis of Christianity and
American culture.
He observed at the time
that in America, “Christianity is
the companion of liberty in all
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its conflicts – the cradle of its
infancy, and the divine source of
its claims.”
“There is no country in the
world where the Christian religion
retains a greater influence over the
souls of men than in America, and
there can be no greater proof of
its utility and of its conformity to
human nature than that its influence is powerfully felt over the most
enlightened and free nation of the
earth.”
“The Americans combine
the notions of Christianity and of
liberty so intimately in their minds,”
wrote De Tocqueville, “that it is
impossible to make them conceive
the one without the other.”
Impossible so it must have
seemed. Regrettably, however, De
Tocqueville could never have foreseen today’s Islamo-“progressive”
machine. It relentlessly endeavors to
stifle Christianity’s profound influence on America.
Indeed, that influence will surly
continue to fade lest Christians –
both individually and corporately
– again shine bright as the morning
sun.
The historical record is indisputable. For almost two-and-a-half
centuries, biblical Christianity has
been America’s moral compass. It
was Christians who, as wrote De
Tocqueville, made America “the
most enlightened and free nation of
the earth.”
We’ve lost that moral compass
and, today, wander aimlessly in
the wilderness as a result. It’s up to
Christian America to again find the
way.
We must.
For if we don’t lead, who then
will the world follow?

Matt Barber (@jmattbarber on
Twitter) is an attorney concentrating in constitutional law. He
serves as Vice President of Liberty
Counsel Action. (This information is provided for identification
purposes only.)
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Vile Trash Accompanies the War on Canada Geese
By MARY CASTROVILLA

There may be less
goose droppings in
Westchester, but there
is a huge amount of
B.S. flying around
here, in the form of distortions, fabrications, exaggerations, evasions, and
misrepresentations.
This offensive garbage, though
already sadly known throughout 38
states, became tragically new to us
because of the July 2nd, massacre of 472
Canada geese.
The largest mound of manure
belongs to the United States
Department of Agriculture, Wildlife
Services (USDA) who came to the
Sprain Lake Golf Course to cull
our resident Canada geese nationwide, had an annual profit of over
$100,000,000 in 2010 for decimating nearly five million animals,
and is currently under flocks. The
USDA, a/k/a the “killing agency,
exterminates animals Congressional
investigation for widespread brutality
and wasteful spending.
Demonizing every form of wildlife, the USDA-WS views any creature
that inconveniences any human in
any way as a threat that can or should
be eliminated. The USDA kills as
much as they can for any reason...and
Canada geese are their cash cow. Their
salaries are paid by taxpayer money.
Their capture and kill contracts - their
salaries- are paid with taxpayers’money.
USDA - and then communities
-, refer to the massacres as “humane
euthanasia.” Humane? The geese are
captured when they are molting (i.e.
shedding and re-growing their outer
wing feathers).The geese, unable to fly,
are vulnerable and without defenses.

These “sitting ducks” are corralled into
nets, then crates. After that they either
are killed in portable gas chambers or
after a ride of 2, 5(?) hours are then
gassed, or slaughtered.
Carbon dioxide is the standard
gas used by USDA to kill the geese.
Carbon dioxide asphyxiation is an
especially cruel process that slowly
strangles geese for many anguishing
minutes as they struggle to breathe. It is
far from humane, particularly because
geese have capabilities to hold their
breath for long periods while diving for
food, so they die even more slowly than
most animals exposed to this ruthless
method of oxygen deprivation.
If not gassed, the Canada geese are
brought to a slaughterhouse. Thinking
of the terror that the geese go through
is the stuff nightmares are made of.
USDA’s misuse of the term
“euthanasia” stinks to high heaven.
These geese are not terminally ill
or so mortally wounded that they
require euthanasia (which, by definition, is a painless, merciful way to end
suffering.).USDA’s distortion of the
term is a grave insult to those of us
who have had to euthanize a beloved
cat or dog, a heart-wrenching decision,
professionally and compassionately
preceded by sedating the pet.
Humane? More like merciless,
sadistic, heartless, atrocious, appalling,
barbaric cruelty.
The next dung heap belongs
to The Westchester Department of
Parks, Recreation and Conservation.
(Parks Dept.) who contracted with the
USDA. My utter dismay, shock, deep
sadness, and rage make it difficult for
me to look at this pile of bull. How
could our Parks Dept. bring the “war”
on Canada Geese and the killing fields

right to my backyard .”Something
wicked this way came”…
The Parks Dept. malodorous
rationale for the killings was the
amount of daily goose droppings that
had to be removed daily from the golf
course.
In plain English: GEESEPOOP-THEREFORE-WE
KILL-THEM. What ethical right
did they have to kill living, breathing
creatures?
Babies poop; our pets poop;
incontinent people poop. Do we kill
them?
Do they have the right to kill
defenseless, innocent beings because
golfers find it disgusting to step in
geese feces? Can’t these “entitled” park
goers scape it off, in between Tees?
Is this the civilized way: If other
creatures, with whom we share our
space, are in the way, undesirable, we
kill them, in the same manner that we
swat at mosquitoes and flies, or exterminate roaches and bedbugs?
Ah, but according to the Parks
Dept. goose droppings are a “health
hazard” to people. Yet, scientific studies
(Google Dr. Milton Friend) do not

show that goose droppings pose any
special health threats. Unless, of course,
one eats it.
Canada geese “have caused thousands of dollars in damage to the park
each year, and threatened to wipe out
certain types of native vegetation.”
Well, I guess grass is more of a priority
to them than the geese.
“Geese also become aggressive
while nesting and have been known
to attack humans”, the Parks Dept.
offered. Do you know any animal- or
any decent human, for that matter who doesn’t protect its young? Also,
I don’t know of any geese attack on
humans. I hardly think honking at
people - which geese do when they
are threatened and/or protecting their
young ones.- counts as an attack. Or
perhaps, the Parks Dept. mistakes
Canada geese for black bears.
The Parks Dept. “should have
known” that it is ineffective to kill
entire flocks of geese; it is only a
temporary fix because in the long run
roundups just free up prime real estate
for more geese to move in.
How does the Park Dept. live
with itself? How do these people sleep?

Aren’t their consciences bothering
them? Is this “teaching our children
well”?
In a PR maneuver intended to
create the impression that the killing
was a charitable act, Parks Dept.
(supposedly) sent the mass-slaughtered Canada geese to food pantries
Besides the incalculable moral
costs, consider the economics involved.
From the 575 geese killed by the
USDA last year from NY City parks
were a food bank in Pennsylvania only
got 425 pounds of meat - which is less
than a chicken’s breast worth of meat
on average.
The USDA’s fee to roundup our
Canada geese, was approximately
$9.53 per goose. It cost the Bend
(Oregon) park district $15 per bird
to process their mass-killed geese at a
slaughterhouse.
The cost thus far is $24.53
(!) for less-than-a pound of geese
meat. This cost does not include the
federal inspection and proper testing
for possible contaminants (if that
was even done). If not done, then
Westchester food banks participated
in “a dangerous double standard in
which poor men, women and children
(ate) unregulated and insufficiently
inspected flesh.”(Mary E. Brosnahan,
Executive Director for Coalition for
the Homeless).
Westchester Guardian readers:
Can (will) you see beyond the muck
and garbage to the larger issues
involved? Will you look to your heart
and soul and advocate for the humane,
non-lethal, long-term and effective
ways of peacefully co-existing with
Canada geese?
Mary Castrovilla’s advocacy group - A
Voice for Canada Geese - is on Facebook.
Direct e-mail to her at westchestergeese@
peoplepc.com
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Mr. President, Mr. Romney, Tell Us Please Why You Support American Soldiers Continuing To Remain in Afghanistan
By ED KOCH

Last week, The New
York Times in an article
authored by James Dao
and Andrew N. Lehren
laid out the impact of
the Afghan war on the families of those
fighting in a way that only The Times
is able to do. God bless The Times for
the article and the published pictures
of the 2,000 Americans who have died
in that war defending our country. It is
the longest war in our history. It started
as most Americans will remember on

9/11/2001 when Osama bin Laden,
then headquartered in Afghanistan
under the protection of the Afghan
Taliban government planned and
executed the acts of terrorism blowing up the two World Trade
Center towers in lower Manhattan,
destroying part of the Pentagon in
Washington, D.C. and seeking with
a third plane to destroy the Capitol,
which plane was recaptured by its
passengers over Pennsylvania where
it crashed. All together, 2,977 people
were killed, not including the hijackers,
2,606 at the World Trade Center, 125

at the Pentagon and 246 on the four
planes involved, including 40 passengers and crew who died in Shanksville,
Pennsylvania.
For nearly eleven years, we have
waged war in Afghanistan and have
had significant victories. Not long ago,
our special forces Navy Seals killed
Osama bin Laden who was living in
Pakistan apparently under the protection of the Pakistani Inter-service
Intelligence (I.S.I.), our supposed ally.
According to the C.I.A. director, now
Secretary of Defense, Leon Panetta,
we have through various means,

including assassinations with the aid
of drones, reduced the number of
al-Qaeda personnel to less than 50 in
Afghanistan. However, the Taliban
now controls near half of the country
and is able to effectively wage war
against the combined American and
Karzai government forces.
Our government has announced
that we intend to leave Afghanistan
by the end of 2014 - more than 2
years away - after we have trained the
Karzai government forces so they can
defend their own country. However,
the Karzai government, which is

corrupt and has reportedly skimmed
off billions of U.S. government monies
intended for infrastructure and military supplies, does not have the support
of the Afghan population except for
his own Pashtun ethnic group, the
largest in Afghanistan, and is unlikely
to be able to defeat the Taliban.
The Taliban, a terrorist organization, apparently did and does have
more of the hearts and minds of the
Afghanis for the following reasons: (1)
its religious fundamentalism, including
the application of Sharia or Muslim
Continued on page 17
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religious law; (2) its lack of corruption
or at least far less than that of Karzai’s
government; and (3) its better trained
soldiers endowed with the strength of
their own convictions. Why would we
think it is our mission in life to keep the
corrupt Karzai government in power?
This is sheer madness stemming from
our government deluding itself into
thinking that we are protecting the
American homeland by preventing the
Taliban from taking over the Afghan
government.
The people of Afghanistan, not
just those supporting the Taliban,
but those supporting Karzai, hate us.
The immediate affect of that hate is
demonstrated by the fact that the very
people being trained in the Karzai
army by American military trainers
are killing those American military
personnel. The Times article of August
21st reported, “But this year, another
threat emerged: an intensified wave
of attacks by Afghan security forces.
In just the past two weeks, at least 9
Americans have been killed in such
insider attacks. For the year to date,
at least 40 NATO service members,
most of them American, have been
killed by either active members of the
Afghan forces or attackers dressed in
their uniforms - already outstripping
the toll from all last year.”
An even worse indictment of our
policy is that, according to The Times,
“[m]ore active duty and reserve soldiers
killed themselves last year, 278, than
died in combat in Afghanistan, 247.”
They broke under the pressure of it
all. Think of the many who thought of

killing themselves and, thank God, did
not, but are psychologically severely
damaged.
Why are we still in Afghanistan?
Apparently, we are there for the same
reason the Obama administration
hoped to stay in Iraq: to have a military base forever. While President
Obama now points to our having
gotten out of Iraq as a source of pride,
we know had he had his druthers, he
would have stayed forever, but the
Iraqi government demanded we leave
even before 2014. The Iraqi government is no friend of ours and is part
of the conference of 40 nations now
convening in Iran in a show of support
for the Iranian regime. That regime is
proceeding with its nuclear program,
despite heavy international sanctions,
and is continuing its call for wiping out
Israel.
The Taliban is our enemy, but
without the ability to injure the U.S.
were we to leave and it became the
government. The countries with the
ability to injure us physically here in
the U.S. are Pakistan and ultimately
Iran. Both of those countries also
provide modern bases for terrorist
networks. We are now approaching
what happened in Vietnam when ultimately we fled Saigon. Remember the
sight of helicopters lifting people from
the roof of our embassy and flying
them to carriers off the coast? Must we
wait for that to happen here?
General Dempsey, Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was recently in
Kabul conferring with General Allen,
head of our forces in Afghanistan,
trying to come up with a solution to the
problem of Karzai soldiers shooting

their American trainers. During his
stay in Kabul, his plane sitting on the
tarmac in a highly secure area was
attacked forcing him to use another.
The Times of August 19th described
the meeting between Generals
Dempsey and Allen as follows: “After
months of military leaders’ attempts
to tamp down worries over the killings of American and NATO troops
by the Afghan forces serving beside
them, Gen. John R. Allen, the top
commander in Afghanistan, called
an urgent meeting of his generals last
Wednesday to address the escalating
death toll. In a room crowded with
more than 40 commanders, the general
underscored the need to quickly stop
the bloodletting that is sapping morale,
according to NATO officials, part of a
new emphasis on protecting American
and NATO forces after a spate of
attacks that included the killing of six
Marine trainers this month. In one
of a series of recent steps, the military
decreed that American and NATO
service members should always carry
a loaded magazine in their weapons,
to save precious moments if attacked
by Afghan forces. Another initiative,
now a priority, is a program named
‘Guardian Angel’ that calls for one or
two soldiers to monitor the Afghans
during every mission or meeting, officials say. The ‘angels,’ whose identities
are not disclosed to the Afghans, must
be prepared to fire on anyone who tries
to kill a coalition service member.”
The Times article of August 21st
quoted a Marine Colonel who said:
“Everyone was shocked, including
me, that we lost that many guys that
quickly,’ Colonel Morris said. ‘But

honestly, me and most of my Marines
would have rather come home in
body bags than let the Taliban claim
a victory.’” America does not want its
sons to come home in body bags. The
American public wants them to come
home alive and only sacrifice their lives
to protect Americans. No, America
weeps at the anguish of the mother
of a Marine who was killed, quoted in
the Times, “ He was the most lovable,
caring human being,’ she said of her
son. ‘He wore his heart on his sleeve.
Beautiful, beautiful, beautiful.’”
This morning, August 27th,
Reuters reported, “[a] rogue Afghan
soldier shot dead two U.S. troops in
east Afghanistan on Monday, the
NATO-led coalition said, the latest
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Holistic Health Services
ADVERTISEMENT

My name is Diana N. O’Neill, and I’m a Holistic Health Practitioner. I‘ve earned my degrees
from the American Institute of Holistic Theology, and I am board-certified by the American
Association of Drugless Practitioners. I adhere to the highest standards of research and
professionalism, and dedicate myself to the physical, mental and spiritual well-being of
my clients.
I will help you uncover your inner healing power, by counseling you to discover the
effect of your illness. You’ll be guided through the phases of acknowledgement
and naming, claiming (excepting), and letting go. I will journey with you during
challenging times, such as grieving a loved one, recovering from a negative relationship, as well as experiences that seem initially strange and unknowable. You’ll
also learn how to employ meditation to achieve greater clarity and purpose.
My years of study have enabled me to expertly direct you through these drugless alternatives to healing:

· Chakra Therapy
· Counseling

Professional Dominican
Hairstylists & Nail Technicians

Hair Cuts • Styling • Wash & Set • Perming
Pedicure • Acrylic Nails • Fill Ins • Silk Wraps • Nail Art Designs
Highights • Coloring • Extensions • Manicure • Eyebrow Waxing

· E
 xploring the course of illness by ministering to body, mind and spirit
Yudi’s Salon
610 Main St, New Rochelle,
NY 10801 914.633.7600
· E
 nergy Healing:
Reikki-Therapeutic
Touch-Laying
on of hands,
· Hypnotism
· Guided Meditation
· Power of Prayer/Mind Power
· Spiritual and Psychic Healing
· Spiritual Development
Please contact me at my office at:
By appointment only
Holistic Health Services
Free consultation will be
Diana N. O’Neill, Holistic Health Practitioner
given on first visit
1600 Harrison Avenue, Suite 307A
Mamaroneck, New York 10543
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When Absolute Power Prevails, Absolutely Nothing Changes
By LARRY M. ELKIN

We all know what
absolute power does,
and no lawmaker in
the country thinks his
power is more absolute
than New York State
Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver.
Only in a culture like Albany’s
could a single legislator, like Silver,
authorize a secret payment of over
$100,000 in public money to settle a
sexual harassment allegation against
a colleague and unblinkingly call it
“ethical.” Only in a culture like Albany’s
would the revelation of this action
not result in widespread, immediate
demands for Silver’s resignation.
Instead, while many have called
upon the alleged serial groper in question (Assemblyman Vito Lopez, a

Democrat from Brooklyn) to step
down, the most drastic action that
everyone, from Gov. Andrew Cuomo
down, has called for in Silver’s case is an
investigation of his conduct.
If you’re going to shoot at a king,
you have to be sure you kill him. (Lest
anyone be confused, this is merely a
figure of speech and emphatically not a
call for violence against Silver or anyone
else.) There is no mistaking that Silver is
the Assembly’s reining king.
The truly sad part is that even
getting rid of Silver would change
nothing. We’d simply get a new boss
for the Assembly with similar absolute power to control his members’
personal financial well-being, because
New York legislators’ pay varies
according to committee assignments
and other distinctions controlled by

their leadership. We could expect the
same results that absolute power always
brings.
Silver probably believes he was
acting ethically. He has apologized
for not sending the matter to the
Assembly’s ethics committee – not
because he thinks he was wrong,
evidently, but because failing to send
the matter to committee projected the
wrong message regarding transparency. “I take full responsibility in not
insisting that all cases go to the ethics
committee,” he said in a statement. It
seems to be the only aspect of the incident for which he recognizes the need
to acknowledge responsibility at all.
Unlike a series of other New York
lawmakers in recent memory, Silver was
not diverting public money to line his
own pockets.This alone almost qualifies

as ethical behavior in Albany these days.
He might even be telling the truth –
emphasis on “might” – when he claims
that the anonymous other party to the
secret settlement he arranged was the
one who asked for secrecy.
But whether this is true misses the
larger point. As state Sen. Liz Krueger
told The New York Times, “I’m still very
confused what line in the budget of
the State of New York is available for
private, nondisclosed civil case resolution.”The idea that such a secret payout
could be in any way appropriate reflects
the distance between Albany’s culture
and reality.
Silver sees this slice of public
money as the Assembly’s money. As
unchallenged king of the Assembly, he
sees the Assembly’s money as his to
do with as he sees fit. Sending such a

matter to the ethics committee would
be merely a concession to keep others
happy, a sort of noblesse oblige.
Silver should go. But until the
system in Albany changes, we should
not expect anything better from his
eventual successor.

Larry M. Elkin, CPA, CFP®, president
of Palisades Hudson Financial Group a
fee-only financial planning firm headquartered in Scarsdale, NY. The firm offers
estate planning, insurance consulting, trust
planning, cross-border planning, business valuation, family office and business
management, executive financial planning,
and tax services. Its sister firm, Palisades
Hudson Asset Management, is an independent investment advisor with about
$950 million under management. Branch
offices are in Atlanta and Ft. Lauderdale.
Website: www.palisadeshudson.com.

THE HEZITORIAL

Yonkers City Hall’s Intention on Trampling U.S. Constitution Cannot Succeed
By HEZI ARIS

No matter how high the
decibel level and shrill
anti-union
sentiment
in the City of Yonkers
(CoY) is permitted to
grow, local and state governments will
not be able to trample on the United
States Constitution. Some Yonkersites
are under the misconception fomented
and encouraged by Yonkers City Hall
that they will be able to exact the almost
$500 million budget deficit projected
over the next five years on the backs
of Firefighters, Police, DPW workers,
CSEA, SEIU, among others. Yonkers
City Hall has so far been able to silence
some union hierarchies in Yonkers
believing the tide of anti-union sentiment in CoY has reached such a high
pitch that City Hall will have its way
no matter the law. Submission came
quickly to some unions. They had been
brow beaten by past administrations for
so long, they did not fathom Yonkers
Mayor Mike Spano would betray
his words and dismiss them without
affording them the time of day, much
less a face to face meeting conducted
with respect rather than the acrimony
and finger pointing of administrations
now relegated into the pages of history.
Mayor Mike Spano promised an open
door policy of respectful discourse;
instead, Mayor Spano’s conduct since
taking office in January 1, 2012, has
been nothing short of disrespectful of
the very people who are the glue that

holds CoY from unraveling.
The constant harangue of putting
the Yonkers City budget into balance
by the likes of the arrogant former New
York State Assemblyman Richard
Brodsky who despised Yonkers while
representing a small sliver of CoY, and
former Lt. Governor Richard Ravitch
are insistent that Yonkers either shape
up financially or be forced into a Super
Control Board mechanism that will bring
about governance within fiscally sound
parameters. The inferences expressed by
these two blowhards are disingenuous.
Their sledgehammer approach is intent
on eviscerating the unions while closing
their eyes to the growing patronage mill
and excessive remuneration afforded
unqualified “Friends and Family
Network” members employed by CoY
and entities they control, or soon will
control; employment dumpling grounds
like the Hudson River Museum, Leake
& Watts, the Yonkers Parking Authority,
Yonkers Board of Education, Yonkers
Corporation Council, and many more…
you get the point.
It is Yonkers City Hall that has
diminished the bellicose Brodsky
and Ravitch tag team reducing their
expression to mere timid utterances
appropriate to their “station” because
Mayor Spano has not or cannot
initiate any action that leads to a fiscal
remedy respectful of Yonkers unique
circumstances. Mssrs. Brodsky, Ravitch,
and Spano are not balanced in their
approach. They have forgotten the

adage that what is good for the goose is
likewise good for the gander.
The above named triumvirate had
hoped to beat the unions into submission believing The People would
support them. Initially rising to their
call, The People are now recoiling from
the absurdity of their “war cry”. The
People are fair-minded while Mssrs.
Brodsky, Ravitch, and Spano have
proven themselves to be far removed
from the tenets they espouse.
The People were able to recognize the ruse. Yonkers Deputy Mayor
Sue Gerry spits at the Yonkers City
Charter stipulation requiring she make
Yonkers her domicile. She recently
claimed to have signed a lease but has
not divulged the address. She signed
a lease about 10 days before Yonkers
City Hall asserts Yonkers Mayor Mike
Spano afforded her a waiver from the
first day he took office, that is, as of
January 1, 2012. Curious conduct; it is
nothing more than a distortion of the
facts that City Hall cannot and will not
prove. The cost to the taxpayer for the
car, and gas demanded for commuting
from Bedford to Yonkers daily is close
to $500 a month. Further, should harm
and incapacity befall the mayor and the
Yonkers City Council President accedes
to office until special elections are held,
any conduct by the Yonkers Deputy
Mayor may be challenged through the
courts.
The patronage afforded former
Yonkers Mayor John Spencer’s Chief

of staff and present wife Kathy Spring
is nothing more than a quid-pro-quo
pay-off. So is the position afforded
Yonkers City Clerk Jose Alvarado who
lied to the Yonkers City Council when
he underwent a vetting process that was
supposed to validate his application for
Yonkers City Clerk. After acceding to
the City Clerk, the Yonkers Tribune
learns he is employed at White Plains
Hospital, and yet he must perform a
full-time position as Clerk. He is NOT
on the job during the times required of
him.
The Yonkers Marathon, the second
oldest marathon in America has been
outsourced to a New York City operation. Yonkers City Hall will have the
same Yonkers Parks and Recreation
personnel engaged in bringing about
the marathon but they will be paid
through the outsourced operation. In
the past, Yonkers Parks and Recreation
was the paymaster.This action skirts the
contractual agreement with these union
workers.The issue has not been brought
to a court for remedy.Thwarting judicial
remedy is the prohibitive cost of litigation. Yonkers City Hall is counting on
costs to deter and mitigate litigious
against CoY. Yonkers City Hall is
breaking the law and is getting away
with it. CoY is being managed more
like a dictatorship than under the Rule
of Law.
The People also know that X2o
is in arrears for over two-years in rent;
Zuppa’s is one-year in arrears and still

needs to repay the $50,000 water bill
that was allegedly “waived”; the reality
is that it was conveniently “Forgotten”.
The Yonkers Parking Authority (YPA)
affords those two restaurants, as well
as The Dolphin over $150,000 each in
parking subsidies. There are other such
subsidies afforded “Friends and Family
Network” members by use of the YPA.
Contracts are not publicly
divulged, affording “Friends and Family
Network” members contracts without
contest. That is known a “corruption”.
The $1.7 million Empress Ambulance
First responder contract is such. Present
prison inmate Nick Spano is a lobbyist
for the firm. The process by which
Empress Ambulance intends to “close”
the deal is an outright sham perpetrated
on The People.
Yonkers City Hall is intent on
feeding the patronage mill while
attempting to break contracts with the
various unions operating in CoY. The
Spano Administration is on the wrong
side of the law. Did they ever and more
importantly, do they now possess an
ethical compass or not.
Only last week, a Federal Judge
granted a temporary injunction barring
Nassau County from unilaterally
modifying its labor contracts to fill a
$40 million budget hole in its budget.
It is a circumstance analogous to that
of CoY’s $89 million budget hole. It
was thought the Executive Powers
Expansion Law, an umbrella-like

Continued on page 19
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Yonkers City Hall’s Intention on Trampling U.S. Constitution Cannot Succeed
Continued from page 18
template of laws that duplicate many
of the rules of law that would govern
a Super Control Board would permit
breaking present contracts, but there
is a catch. These Executive Powers
Expansion Law permit Nassau’s
County Executive Edward P. Mangano
to reopen contracts, order one-daya-week furloughs, freeze wages and
require workers to pay some or all
of the costs of their health benefits.
Insinuating himself in the mix, U.S.
District Judge Arthur Spatt, in his
ruling of August 20, 2012, said, “The
tremendously broad powers contained
in the law likely deems it per se [inherently] unreasonable.” It grants Mr.
Mangano “a power which appears to
the Court to be unprecedented.”
The above circumstance trace
Yonkers Firefighter Local 628’s litigious
challenge they had to journey to gain a
Temporary Restraining Order from the

Honorable John LaCava against CoY,
the consequent challenge in Brooklyn
before an Appellate Court Adjudicator,
followed by a ruling by the Appellate
Court Justices attesting to the veracity
of Local 628’s argument, and the final
acceptance by CoY to an expedited
arbitration over the differences of the
parties. This could have all been accomplished had the Spano Administration
accepted the rule of law and precedence
and the invitation of Local 628 to sit
together and negotiate.
In the Nassau case, Judge Spatt
said he believed the unions had shown
that it’s likely they would win at trial.
Such a showing is required before an
injunction is issued; similarly the situation in Yonkers.
Jerry Laricchiuta, president of
the Nassau County Civil Service
Employees Association, the largest of
the county’s five unions, said the ruling
“shows once and for all that the United
States Constitution cannot be trampled

on by state and local governments.
Clearly the Federal courts agree that the
Constitution of this great country does
protect all contracts, including labor
agreements. We believe this ruling is
favorable not just for CSEA but for all
labor unions.”
The Constitution forbids the
passage of laws “impairing the obligation of contracts.”
NYS CSEA President Danny
Donohue said, “This should send a
strong message that politicians can’t
just ignore contracts because it’s more
convenient than acting in good faith.”
The lack of respect of the U.S.
Constitution and the lack of respect for
the contract Local 628 and CoY had
years ago signed and lived by stipulates
the conduct each must follow to “act
in good faith” today. Yonkers City Hall
had to be called kicking and screaming
before the Honorable Sam D. Walker’s
Ninth judicial District courtroom to
reluctantly accept his ruling.

“This is not just a huge win for
Nassau County, it’s a huge win for
public employees throughout the
state and the country,” said James
Carver, president of the Nassau Police
Benevolent Association. “What’s
the sense of negotiating a contract if
a municipality can just make a law
allowing them to invalidate it? ...It’s like
if your mortgage company didn’t have a
good year and next year they decide to
raise your payments.”
Judge Spatt barred the Nassau
County Executive from modifying
union contracts but left other costcutting provisions in the law untouched.
In his ruling, Judge Spatt agreed
with the unions’contention that the new
law made the relationship between labor
and management too lopsided. The law
results “in a monumental shift between
the employer and the employee, as well
between the bargaining units and their
members. Before an executive order has
even been issued, harm to the plaintiffs
has likely occurred in that the unions
have arguably been rendered futile and

ineffective solely by the law’s passage. As
one set of plaintiffs articulates, ‘Plaintiff
unions are injured in that they are practically stripped of the ability to protect
their membership at the bargaining
table.’”
Yonkers Mayor Mike Spano may
be wise in considering dismissing his
continuing hiring practices throughout
the city, becoming aggressive in his
focus to collect HUD 108 loans that are
in arrears, and foreclose on properties
decades in arrears, among other financial remedies for which City Hall has
no interest to pursue. One must now
fully comprehend that after a full eight
months in office, Yonkers City Hall
must focus on getting the money due
the city. The excuse that Yonkers mayor
Mike Spano was not fully advised of
the financial severity that has Yonkers
by the throat is no longer believable.
The ball is evidently in Yonkers Mayor
Mike Spano’s court. It is the ONLY
court he still has a chance to win, that
is if he does…

take a prone position. Yet, he continued
to assure me that I was mistaken about
him being a burglar and it would all
be cleared up when the owner arrived.
Not wanting to be grabbed by those
powerful arms, I didn’t bother cuffing
him, but just kept him in my sights until
the door was ultimately opened by the
proprietor. It wasn’t until the room was
flooded with cops and a grateful owner
that the garrulous interloper ended his,
“my rights are being violated” shtick. It
was just another lesson learned; never let
your guard down, because the criminal
mind is very cunning and will say and
do anything to escape.

“Ruthie’s Kids,” “Deadly to Love,” “Short
Stories of Life and Death,” and “Out of
Sight.” He also became a syndicated columnist under the title “Weir Only Human.”

WEIR ONLY HUMAN

Mistaken for a Burglar?
By BOB WEIR

It was about 2 a.m.
on a chilly night in the
Bedford-Stuyvesant
section of Brooklyn.
While on radio car
patrol, my partner and I
were notified that an anonymous caller
heard unusual sounds at a hardware
store that had been closed for several
hours. Since we couldn’t find a break
in front, we checked the hallway of the
building next door, finding a window
that accessed the rear yard. I climbed
onto a narrow ledge and inched my
way toward the grimy-looking rear
window of the store. My partner kept
an eye on me as I approached the iron
bars that had been bent wide enough
apart to allow someone to squeeze
through. There was no way of knowing
whether the burglar was still inside and
a quick records check from the station
house told us that the owner lived about
an hour away. I carefully placed a leg
through the bars, trying to find a solid
place to hold my weight as I pushed the
rest of me inside the darkened enclosure.
With one leg stationed on a firm
object, I gingerly added the rest of my
180 pounds to the unseen platform.
While continuing to hold onto the
bars and trying to adjust my eyes to the
blackness, the ground suddenly gave
way and I was sent crashing against a
nearby wall. I stumbled in the darkness

until I regained some balance. “Bob; are
you okay?” my partner yelled from the
hallway window, about 20 feet away. I
drew my service revolver before turning
on the flashlight. When the 6 by 8 foot
space materialized I saw the remains
of a toilet bowl that had been crushed
under the strain of my weight. “I’m
okay,” I called back. “Stay there until I
check it out.” I pulled open the door
that led to a narrow aisle in the rear of
the store. When I looked to my left I
saw the front door facing the street;
to my right was a wall about 10 feet
away. In front of me was a curtain that
appeared to be concealing a small room.
Suddenly, the curtain began to move as
if someone was pushing against it.
“Who’s there?” a voice from inside
the curtained area said. “The police,”
I responded, “come out of there!” The
curtain was moved aside and a short,
muscular man stepped out of a small
bed as he rubbed his eyes. He was
wearing a tank top t-shirt and boxertype under shorts. “What’s the matter,
officer,” he said innocently. “That’s what
I want you to tell me,” I replied, keeping
the gun pointed at him. “What are you
doing here?” I said sternly. “Officer, I’m
assigned here by the owner to watch the
place when it’s closed,” he countered,
inching toward me. “Stay right there!” I
demanded, backing up slightly. “Officer
you got it all wrong,” he persisted. “I’m
here to keep the place from being

robbed.” “Yeah, and the owner locks
you in here and locks the front gate
too, I suppose,” I said incredulously.
“Yes, officer, that’s the truth. He opens
in the morning, pays me for the night
and I leave,” he said, eyeing the weapon
in my hand.
I forced him at gunpoint to the
front of the store where my partner was
peeking at us through the window. “Lie
down and put your hands behind your
back,” I ordered. “Officer, you’re making
a big mistake,” he said indignantly, as he
looked toward my partner, then back at
me. “You have no right to treat me this
way and I’m going to sue you.”He had a
look of desperation that made his thick
biceps appear even more formidable. “I
suppose you didn’t have much trouble
bending those bars,” I said, putting
a few more steps between us. “But
muscles don’t make you bulletproof, so
I suggest that you hit the deck.” After a
few more prowl cars pulled up outside
with their roof lights spinning, my
recalcitrant prisoner finally decided to

Bob Weir is a veteran of 20 years with
the New York Police Dept. (NYPD), ten
of which were performed in plainclothes
undercover assignments. Bob began a
writing career about 12 years ago and had
his first book published in 1999. Bob went
on to write and publish a total of seven
novels, “Murder in Black and White,”
“City to Die For,” “Powers that Be,”

C L A S S I F I ED A D S
Office Space AvailablePrime Location, Yorktown
Heights
1,000 Sq. Ft.: $1800. Contact
Wilca: 914.632.1230

Prime Retail Westchester County
Best Location in Yorktown
Heights
1100 Sq. Ft. Store $3100; 1266
Sq. Ft. store $2800 and 450 Sq.
Ft. Store $1200.

LEGAL
NOTICES
Notice of Formation

Hunt Woods Manor Design LLC Arts.
of Org. filed with SSNY 7/2/2012.
Off. Loc.: Westchester Cnty. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC whom
process may be served. SSNY shall
mail process to: c/o The LLC, 171
Central Parkway, Mount Vernon, NY
10552. Purpose: all lawful activities.
New York State Department of State
Division of Corporations, State Records and Uniform Commercial Code
Albany, NY
Articles of Organization of The Wellness Well Limited Liability Company
Under Section 203 of the liability company is: The Wellness Well Limited Liability Company.
The county, within this state, in which
the office of the limited liability company is to be located is: Westchester
The Secretary of State is designated
as agent of the limited liability company upon whom process against it
may be served. The address within
or without this state to which the
Secretary of State shall mail a copy
of any process against the limited liability company served upon him is:
The Wellness Well, 160 Underhill Avenue, West Harrison, NY 10604, USA,
Organizer, Wanakee Hill
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Presented by Yonkers Downtown Waterfront BID
In Cooperation with Mayor Mike Spano & The City of Yonkers

Saturday, September 8
Starting at Noon | Yonkers Downtown

11:30am - Traditional Parade of Flags
6:30pm - Final Act takes Main Stage
Non-stop FREE Entertainment for the Whole Family!
Parade of Flags • Live Music • Arts & Crafts Vendors • Classic Cars
International Foods • Games & Amusements • Street Performers
Strolling Musicians • Free Kayaking • Environmental Tours

For Performance Schedule Visit: YonkersRiverfest.com
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